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Terrafame on Kainuussa sijaitseva monimetallikaivosyhtiö. Tässä työssä 

valmisteltiin ja suunniteltiin Terrafamen neste-nesteuuttopilotin koeajoja, testattiin 

koeajolaitteistoa ja muokattiin sen toimintaa vastaamaan uraanin täyden 

mittakaavan neste-nesteuuttolaitosta pienessä koossa.   

Työhön liittyvät kokeet toteutettiin tarkoitusta varten rakennetussa pilot-

laboratoriossa, joka sisältää neste-nesteuutto kokeita varten kaikki oleelliset 

prosessiosat. Pilot-laitteistoa testattiin ajamalla prosessia pelkän veden ja diluentin 

avulla. Samalla määritettiin tarvittavat operointiparametrit halutuille virtauksille ja 

laitteiston sisäisille dispersioille. 

Työssä toteutettiin neste-nesteuuton panoskokeita, joiden avulla määritettiin 

käytetyn orgaanisen liuoksen latautuminen Terrafamen prosessiliuoksesta. 
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Panoskoetuloksia käytettiin pilot-kokeiden aikataulun laadintaan, 

analyysisuunnitelman tekemiseen ja orgaanisen liuoksen latautumistavoitteiden 

määrittämiseen. Kokeilla pyrittiin myös selvittämään crudin muodostumista ja 

orgaanisen faasin geeliytymistä pilot-kokeita varten. Panoskokeiden perusteella 

uraanin lisäksi harvinaiset maametallit uuttautuvat hyvin prosessiliuoksesta. 

Panoskoetulosten pohjalta laadittu aikataulu piti hyvin paikkansa orgaanisen faasin 

latautumiseen liittyen. Vaikka crudia ei panoskokeissa muodostunut, muodostui 

sitä reilusti pilot-laitteistossa orgaanista faasia ladattaessa. Orgaanisen faasin 

latautuminen pilot-kokeissa vastasi hyvin panoskokeiden latausta. Muita osia 

pilotista ei ajettu diplomityön aikana. 

Kokeellinen osuus sisälsi uraania ja oli Säteilyturvakeskuksen luvan varainen. 

Kokonaisuudessaan uraanin uuttokokeiden luvitus vei aikaa yli puoli vuotta. 

Lupamääräysten vuoksi kokeissa saatuja kvantitatiivisia tuloksia ei esitetä työssä. 

Pilot-ajoihin liittyen itse ajosuunnitelman lisäksi luvituksen ja työturvallisuuden 

tärkeys oli huomioitava jo ennen kokeiden aloitusta. Pilot-ajojen operaattorien 

koulutuksesta tuli myös huolehtia ennen varsinaisia koeajoja.  
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ABSTRACT 
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Terrafame is a polymetallic mine situated in Kainuu area. This work contains design 

and preparation of Terrafame solvent extraction pilot plant test runs. Pilot plant was 

tested and it was modified to correspond a miniature of full scale uranium solvent 

extraction plant.  

Experiments related to Master’s thesis were implemented in a pilot laboratory that 

contains every critical process units of solvent extraction plant. The plant was tested 

with pure water and diluent in a test run, where starting run parameters for pumping, 

internal circulation and mixing was determined.  

Solvent extraction batch experiments were part of the thesis and they were used to 

determine loading of organic phase with different dispersions. Schedule, laboratory 

analyzing scheme and target loading rate of organic for pilot test runs was 

determined based on the batch experiments. Also, formation of crud and gelation 
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was investigated during batch experiments. Based on the batch experiments, both 

uranium and rare earth elements are well extracted from the process solution. 

Schedule determined based on the batch experiments was found to be realistic. Even 

crud was not found in batch experiments, it was formed in pilot equipment, during 

loading of organic phase.  Organic loading in the pilot experiments was consistent 

with batch experiments. Another parts of the pilot was not run during the thesis. 

Experimental part contained uranium and so it needed authorization from Finnish 

Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority. Altogether, authorization of uranium tests 

took for more than half a year. Because of the limitations prescribed by authority, 

quantitative results cannot be revealed. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Terrafame SX pilot is a solvent extraction (SX) pilot that can be used to test 

different metals extraction processes. Pilot is modifiable and it can be used for a SX 

process scale up and to find SX run parameters. This master’s thesis work is made 

to familiarize pilot design and to prepare the pilot for uranium SX test runs. 

There is already a full scale uranium recovery plant at Terrafame mine. The SX-

pilot is first prepared to correspond uranium recovery plant as a miniature to test 

different run parameters to be up-scaled. Every process unit, their meaning, variable 

run parameters and sampling during pilot test runs is considered and prepared in 

this work. SX-batch tests are used as a guidance to find out possible good 

dispersions between organic and aqueous phases in the process and to schedule pilot 

test runs. 

Organic phase was loaded in the pilot plant during this thesis work but other parts 

of the process was out of the scope of the thesis. Pilot test runs were authorized and 

quantitative test results could not be introduced in the work because of the authority 

commandment. 

The purpose of this work was also to verify the efficiency of the preliminary 

proposed uranium SX chemistry and process by SX batch-tests and to form pilot-

test plan based on the literature and preliminary work made at Terrafame SX-pilot 

plant. Laboratory batch-tests were used to test different phase ratios in SX and to 

study the effects of dispersion to the extraction efficiency and formation of crud 

and foaming. Also, behavior of uranium co-extractants such as lanthanides and 

other metal impurities in the process was determined. The purpose of the literature 

part was to give insight to worldwide production of uranium and to consider 

Terrafame uranium SX as the part of the big picture. Also some organic extractants 

were investigated as a possible uranium extractants from a theoretical aspect. 
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2. Uranium supply and production –overview  

Liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) or solvent extraction (SX) is a widely used 

separation method in different fields of industry. Its first industrial purpose in 

hydrometallurgy was to generate materials for nuclear fuel to be used mainly in 

atomic bombs in Manhattan project in 1940’s (Habashi, 1999). SX was used in the 

project to separate uranyl nitrate by using diethyl ether as an extractant (El-Nadi, 

2017). Nowadays SX is used in hydrometallurgy in processing of metals such as 

Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, REE and Zn (Mansur, et al., 2008).  

In practice, scheme of SX is a three-step process. The first step is called extraction 

or loading, in which the aqueous feed is made to contact with the organic phase. 

Organic phase consists of diluent, extractant and modifier. Hydrophobic 

hydrocarbon-based diluent is the main compound to carry extractant agent. Suitable 

ions from the aqueous phase react with the extractant and they transfer from the 

aqueous to the organic phase. (Mansur, et al., 2008) In many applications, organic 

phase also carries modifiers that are added to increase the phase transfer rate 

(Mellah & Benachour, 2006).  

Crud is accumulated impurity formed in SX processes. It is most often caused by 

solid materials in the SX process, Si or precipitated metals. Crud is harmful in SX 

plants as it hinders interactions between organic material and ions to be extracted. 

It also increases organic loss and decreases extraction rate. (Jian-She, et al., 2002) 

The second step in SX process is scrubbing. Scrubbing or acid wash is used to 

remove impurities and unwanted co-extracted metals from the organic phase. 

Stripping step is the third step and it is used to unload metals from the organic phase 

to a suitable aqueous phase. Finally, the stripping solution is concentrated and pure 

enough, compared to the PLS, for further processing. (Mansur, et al., 2008) 

In the uranium recovery process, counter-current decantation followed by SX is 

believed to be the best modern method to concentrate and separate uranium from 

acidic pregnant leach solutions (PLS). For the extraction process, there is a wide 

range of different extractants, modifiers and diluents available for the selective 

recovery of uranium. It has been reported that most widely used diluents in 
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uranium(VI) recovery are sulfoxides and petroleum sulfoxides while most used 

extractants are phosphorous extractants, such as DEHPA, TBP, PC 88A, TOPO, 

Cyanex 923 and Cyanex 272. (Kumar, et al., 2010). 

Worldwide uranium demand in 2015 was approximately 56 600 tU/a. At the same 

time, worldwide uranium production in 2014 was 55 975 tU/a. The uranium 

demand is expected to increase to 66 995–104 740 tU/a until 2035, because of the 

need of clean air electricity production. (Nuclear Energy Agency & International 

Atomic Energy Agency, 2016) To meet the demand, uranium production should be 

increased. 

Worldwide uranium production in late years has been undergoing a various turning 

points as the production of uranium has focused to Asia instead of traditional 

production countries in North-America. Due the Fukushima plant accident, also the 

shutdown of many nuclear power plants in developed countries such as Japan and 

Germany has dropped uranium price and some uranium mines has been shut down. 

Nowadays Kazakhstan is the biggest uranium producer in the world and for 

example Europe is more dependent on the uranium produced in Asia than before. 

(Nuclear Energy Agency & International Atomic Energy Agency, 2016) 

Uranium supply can be divided into primary and secondary supplies. Referring to 

IAEA, primary uranium supplies are defined as “newly mined and processed 

uranium”. These days most of the uranium used as nuclear fuel is originated from 

the primary supplies. Secondary supplies consist of all the previously mined 

uranium supplies, such as nuclear waste and old nuclear weaponry. (International 

Atomic Energy Agency, 2005)  

Uranium sources can also be divided into secondary/unconventional sources and 

primary/conventional sources. Definitions of the sources vary depending on the 

reference. Secondary uranium sources are sources, where uranium production as a 

main product is uneconomical by using easily available or conventional 

technologies (Gupta & Singh, 2003). These sources are also described as sources, 

where uranium is recovered as a by-product of other materials (Singh, 2005) or 

from previously refined products (Kee, 2007). In this context IAEA uses 

conventional and unconventional sources. With secondary source IAEA refers to 

sources of secondary supply. 
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Uranium recovery from many of the secondary sources is environmentally friendly, 

as the isolation of uranium from the mining waste to environment can be 

accomplished by controlled uranium recovery processes. It is also worth noting that 

eventually all secondary sources contain in total more uranium than primary 

sources. (Singh, 2005) In Nordic countries, most secondary sources are reported to 

lay within black schist and to be much greater than primary sources. In Finland, 

Pahtavuoma and Palmonttu uranium deposits are reported as primary sources with 

a total uranium resource of 1500 tU, but neither of them are in production. (Nuclear 

Energy Agency & International Atomic Energy Agency, 2016). 

In the future, it would be necessary to recover uranium from secondary sources in 

order to minimize the environmental impact of the uranium production as new 

uranium recovery technologies are developed. Also, the increasing uranium 

demand and the will of many countries to be uranium-self-sustaining will increase 

the amount of uranium produced from secondary sources. Uranium is already 

produced as a by-product of gold mining for example in South-Africa in Vaal Reef, 

Crystalkop Reef and Moab Khotsong  (Kinnaird & Nex, 2016). The introduction of 

secondary sources in Finland would most likely mean uranium production from 

nuclear waste or co-production with other metals in mining industry. In Finland, 

there is already a SX plant for uranium recovery as a by-product in Terrafame 

polymetallic mine in Sotkamo, but the SX plant has never been used. The recovery 

of uranium in Terrafame mine would help to control environmental effects of 

uranium as the metal would be almost fully recovered from the mining waste. 

Responsible uranium production and supervision would also help to control the 

spread of nuclear material in the terms of Non-Proliferation Treaty (International 

Atomic Energy Agency, 1970) that also Finland has accepted (Kauppa- ja 

teollisuusministeriö, 1988). 

Uranium mining based on heap leaching is a relatively novel approach and there is 

not much of uranium production with this technology. Somaïr’s Artois mine deposit 

in Niger uses heap leaching as the main leaching method. The mine has reached a 

production of over 1 000 tU/a while uranium grade in the ore is 0.2 – 0.25 %. 

(Kinnard & Nex, 2016) Other uranium deposits considering heap leaching as the 

future process are for example Rössing mine in Namibia (Kinnard & Nex, 2016) 

and Olympic dam in Australia (Donnellan, 2016; Evans, 2016). 
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In-situ leaching/ -mining is mining technique or a process in which the leachant is 

pumped underground, right to the mineralized body, to leach metals. PLS is then 

pumped up from the ground for extraction of metals in interest. In-situ leach mining 

can be a competitive mining method against open-pit mining and underground 

mining in uranium recovery, if the mining area’s environment and metal dissolution 

in the ground make it possible to leach metals right from the ground, without 

contamination of the aquifer. Because of the environmental risks and concerns, 

Australian Government has published a guide to safe recovery of uranium with in-

situ leaching (Commonwealth of Australia, 2010). With this technique moving of 

rock, or building up open-pit mines or underground mines is unnecessary. Problems 

of in-situ leach mining are the possible contamination of ground water and a narrow 

range of suitable ground types for leaching underground. That is why the feasibility 

of the process should be considered carefully. (Seredkin, et al., 2016) There are a 

few examples of unsuccessful in-situ mining operations. For example, Honeymoon 

deposit in Australia caused contamination of aquifer in a pilot-scale process (Mudd, 

2001). There are still various full-scale in situ mines operating for uranium 

recovery, such as Beverly uranium mine in Australia (Heathgate Resources Pty. 

Ltd., 2017).  

3. Uranium recovery with sulfuric acid leaching and LLE 

 

Before concentrating in one particular uranium extraction process, it is necessary to 

study also other operating U-SX sites for comparison. The pilot-scale process that 

will be studied in the experimental part uses sulfuric PLS, as all the sites studied in 

this part. It is not necessary to focus on processes using other leaching agents, 

because it changes the chemistry of the extraction. Still to mention, also other 

leachates such as nitric acid, phosphoric acid or ammonium carbonate are used in 

full scale uranium recovery processes (Ritcey, 2006 (2)). Basic mechanism for 

uranium leaching by using sulfuric acid is shown in the equation (1). 

𝑈𝑂2
2+ + 𝐻2𝑆𝑂4 = 𝑈𝑂2𝑆𝑂4 + 2𝐻+ 

LLE processes can be based on compound formation, ion association or solvation 

between extractant and extracted ion. Compound formation is involved in the case 

of acidic and chelating extractants, usually through a cation exchange mechanism. 

(1) 
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Ion association is type of extraction followed by amine extractants through anion 

exchange mechanism. Third extraction system, solvation is followed by oxygen and 

phosphorous extractants as they form metal complexes through solvation 

mechanism. (Ritcey, 2006 (1)) Preliminary considered Terrafame U-SX process is 

based to both, solvation and compound formation mechanisms. 

Settling of organic and aqueous phases in SX processes must be considered 

carefully to prevent dissolution of organic phase out of SX process. In a batch 

system, settling of dispersions can be divided into two different periods, primary 

and secondary breaks. Settling of primary break is a fast settlement process, after 

which different phases are distinguishable but small droplets (entrainment) of 

another phase remain suspended into dominant phase. Secondary break is a much 

slower process, where entrainment breaks back to its original phase. The settling 

time in the secondary break is so long that the settling will not usually be fulfilled 

in large scale SX plants. (Perry & Green, 1997) Minimum demand in industrial 

scale SX-processes should be the primary break so organic loss can be minimized. 

Phase continuity in SX systems affects the disengagement of organic and aqueous 

phases, entrainment and formation of crud. SX system is organic continuous, if the 

aqueous phase is dispersed in the organic phase as droplets and the organic phase 

forms the continuous phase in the system. In the case of dispersion of organic as 

droplets into the aqueous phase, the system is aqueous phase continuous. Phase 

continuity can be improved by a well-designed mixer-settler and by component 

selection of the organic phase. (Moyer & McDowell, 1981) Organic continuous 

system is often described as a water-in-oil system and aqueous continuous as an 

oil-in-water system (Perry & Green, 1997). By considering phase continuity 

carefully, organic losses and crud formation can be minimized.  

In the case of uranium recovery from sulfuric acid leachates having uranium 

concentrations more than 0.1 mg/L, SX is a more cost efficient recovery method 

than ion exchange in modern uranium plants. Anyhow, considering dilute solutions, 

in which uranium concentration is 0.1 mg/L or less, ion exchange is usually more 

economical. (Ritcey, 2006 (2)) Though the uranium concentration in the PLS 

considered can be over 20 mg/L, this work will concentrate on uranium plants that 

use LLE. This is due technical differences between IE and SX plants, although the 

chemistry in SX can be based on ion exchange. 
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Even though bio-heap leaching is a relatively new technology in full scale uranium 

mining, similar processes have been tested in the laboratory scale already in 1960’s. 

The US Bureau of Mines studied uranium recovery from copper waste by dump 

leaching with sulfuric acid. Extraction isotherm test of the study reveals that 95 % 

extraction of uranium can be reached by using quaternary amine in pH 3.5. This 

high extraction efficiency would mean five extraction stages determined by 

McCabe-Thiele plots. (George & Ross, 1968) 

Few uranium mines, and their processes are discussed shortly in the following 

sections. Processes discussed are already old, but they give a good insight in 

worldwide uranium mining using SX. 

 

3.1.Olympic dam poly-metallic mine 

 

BHP Billiton’s Olympic dam is a poly-metallic mine in southern Australia, mining 

copper as the main product but also gold, silver, and uranium are recovered. 

(Boisvert, et al., 2013). Olympic dam ore milling started in 1988 with the capacity 

to treat about 1.5 Mt of ore per year. It was enough to produce 45 000 t of copper, 

1 200 t of uranium, 14.18 t of silver and 700 kg of gold (International Atomic 

Energy Agency, 1993). Since then the metal refining capacity of the plant has been 

increased but basics of hydrometallurgical processes are still the same. Simplified 

process flowsheet of the Olympic dam uranium process in 1988 is presented in 

Figure 1.  
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Figure 1 Simplified metals refining process in 1988 Olympic Dam mine 

based on the IAEA report (International Atomic Energy Agency, 

1993). 

In the original Olympic Dam refining process introduced in 1988, mined ore is first 

fed to copper flotation via grinding step. Uranium is leached together with copper 

from the copper concentrate and leached flotation concentrate tailings in a 

hydrometallurgical plant consisting of leaching, solid-liquid separation, 

classification and solvent extraction. Copper concentrate and flotation tailings are 

leached in separate leaching processes by using NaClO3 and H2SO4. In the copper 

concentrate leaching approximately 75 % of uranium is leached, whereas in the 

flotation tailings leaching 75–80 % of uranium is leached. Leachates are then fed to 

a solid-liquid separation tank consisting of five counter current decantation stages. 

Overflow of decantation is fed to a clarifying tank which is used to separate 

impurities of the leachate. Finally, the clarified leachate passes two SX circuits, the 
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first one designed for copper removal and the second one designed for uranium 

removal. Copper extraction is implemented in Krebs trademark mixer-settlers using 

8 % LIX 662 extractant with Shellsol 2046 as a diluent with the organic/aqueous 

(O/A) phase ratio of 2.3. SX raffinate of the extraction of copper is fed to the 

uranium extraction process via an after-settler. Uranium extraction is conducted in 

three-stage Krebs mixer-settlers, whose organic phase used is 3 % of Alamine 336, 

2 % isodecanol as a modifier and the rest of the phase is Shellsol 2046 as diluent 

with the O/A phase ratio of 1.5–1.7. Loaded solvent phase is scrubbed with acidified 

water in three stages to remove impurities such as iron and then stripped with 

ammonium sulfate solution. Uranium is precipitated from the stripping solution in 

two agitated tanks with pH of 6.5–7.0 and 7.0–7.5 while ammonia concentrated air 

is used to increase the pH. Precipitated uranium is fed to a thickener, whose 

underflow is dewatered and centrifuged. Obtained yellow cake is fed to calcination 

step and the final uranium product consists of 98 % of U3O8 with the moisture of 

0.1 %. (International Atomic Energy Agency, 1993) 

Olympic dam’s operating company BHP Billiton had plans to increase the 

production capacity of copper to 750 000 t, uranium to 19 000 t, gold to 2300 kg 

and silver to 82200 kg per annum (Arup Pty Ltd & ANSR Australia Pty Ltd, 2009). 

Referring to newspapers, the company withdraw those plans and is now looking for 

a possibility to increase production by heap leaching in co-operation with Outotec 

(Donnellan, 2016; Evans, 2016). In 2013 Olympic dam was listed as the second 

biggest uranium mine in the world with the production of 4 100 tU/a (Progressive 

Digital Media Oil & Gas, Mining, Power, CleanTech and Renewable Energy News, 

2013).  

Though the uranium production capacity of the Olympic Dam process is much 

higher than the Terrafame capacity, in the future these two processes can resemble 

each other. This is due bio-heap leaching with sulfuric acid, if Olympic Dam heap 

leaching takes place in a full scale. Alamine 336 as an extractant seems like an 

interesting alternative for D2EHPA and it should be considered more closely also 

in the case of Terrafame. Also, both mines are producing copper and uranium but 

they implement copper production differently. Terrafame precipitates copper as 

copper sulfate whereas Olympic dam feeds some of the copper to electro winning 

via a SX process, to get strong copper electrolyte. Rest of the Olympic dam copper 
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is fed to smelter to get blister copper which also differs from copper sulfate 

concentrate produced by Terrafame.  

 

3.2.The Key Lake uranium mine 

 

The Key Lake uranium mine in Northern Canada started operating in 1983 by Key 

Lake Mining Corporation with the estimated production capacity of 4600 tU/a 

(International Atomic Energy Agency, 1993). In 2017, before the closure of the 

mine, the mine was operated by Cameco, while Cameco owns 83.3 % and Areva 

16.7% of the mine (Areva, 2017). At the end of 2017 Cameco announced that The 

Key Lake uranium mine will be temporarily shut down in 2018 (Cameco, 2018). 

The uranium recovery process has changed after the construction of the plant as the 

ore used in the process has changed. Previously, the plant used Key Lake ore as the 

primary ore, but since 2000 ore of the McArthur River has been used as the primary 

one (Shaw, et al., 2011). The total uranium production of the site in 2012 was 7 520 

tU which makes it the biggest uranium site in the world (Progressive Digital Media 

Oil & Gas, Mining, Power, CleanTech and Renewable Energy News, 2013). 

The Key Lake mill process operated in 1980’s used a two-stage acid leaching with 

H2SO4. The simplified flowsheet of the process is presented in Figure 2. The first 

leaching stage consists of four pachucas resulting in 35 % dissolution rate for 

uranium. In this leaching step, thickened and processed ore is used. Partially loaded 

leachate is then fed to thickening, from where overflow is fed to clarification and 

underflow to the second leaching step. Second leaching consists of ten vertical 

rubber-lined autoclaves, before the counter-current decantation. Decantation takes 

place in eight steps, and afterwards solids are fed to waste management and leachate 

is fed back to the first leaching. After these circulating steps, pregnant liquors with 

uranium concentration of 5 g/L are fed to clarification and finally to liquid-liquid 

extraction. Key Lake mill’s extraction process uses Krebs mixer-settlers in four 

stages with the organic phase composition of 6 % of Alamine 336 as an extractant, 

3 % of isodecanol as a modifier and kerosene as a diluent (International Atomic 

Energy Agency, 1993; Ritcey, 2006 (2)). The O/A phase ratio in the extraction 

process is 1.5. Loaded solvent contains about 6.5 g/L of U3O8 and it is scrubbed in 

three stages by using H2SO4, which is efficient in the removal of As. Scrubbed 
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solvent is then stripped with (NH4)2SO4 in a controlled pH of 3.5–4.5. Yellow cake 

is precipitated by adding ammonia in gaseous form to the strip liquor. Precipitate is 

then filtered and calcined. 700 t of ammonium sulfate in a month is formed as a by-

product. (Ritcey, 2006 (2)). 
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Figure 2 Simplified flowsheet of Key Lake uranium refining process in 1983, 

based on IAEA report (International Atomic Energy Agency, 1993) 

 

The Key Lake uranium recovery process uses Alamine 336 as extractant and 

isodecanol as modifier in SX process, as did also Olympic dam mine. Uranium is 

the only metal produced in the Key Lake mine unlike many other uranium 

producing mines as for example Terrafame. The Key Lake process operated in 

1980’s usd ammonia in the precipitation of uranium unlike Terrafame that has 

planned to use hydrogen peroxide. Noteworthy is that, in the Key Lake process, 
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leaching is implemented in two stages. Leaching has similarities with Terrafame 

process, that uses also leaching in two phases, primary heap leaching and secondary 

heap leaching. Both mines uses sulfuric acid as leachate but the Kay Lake uses 

uranium ore and so PLS is much more uranium concentrated with less impurities 

than in the case of Terrafame that uses mostly nickel ore. Although SX is 

implemented in both cases in mixer-settlers, Terrafame will be likely operated as 

aqueous continuous process while the Key Lake is operated as organic continuous 

process. This is due the big difference in PLS uranium concentration, the Key Lake 

plant needs much organic to extract uranium from PLS whereas Terrafame uranium 

can be extracted with smaller organic streams as PLS is more dilute.  

3.3.Other uranium mines 

 

Alamine 336 with an isodecanol modifier and Napoleum 470 as a diluent was used 

in SX process of uranium recovery in Mexican Hat uranium plant founded in 1958 

in Utah. The plant used sulfuric acid as a leachate. Alamine 336 was found to be 

relatively selective extractant for uranium as molybdenum was the only interfering 

metal in the process. Operating pH in the mine was 1.5–2.5. The aqueous flow to 

the process was around 3.8 m3/min – 4.5 m3/min, and organic flow was around 1.1 

m3/min. The process was able to handle 3600 tons of ore in a day. (Ritcey, 2006 

(2)) The mine has undergone few re-openings with environmental problems 

considering mine tailings (U.S. Department of Energy, 1987). The uranium site was 

definitively closed in 1995 (U.S. Department of energy, 2014).  

Alamine 336 was used also in Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation’s uranium mine in 

the Ambrosia Lake area, Grants, New Mexico. In the Ambrosia Lake mines, 

composition of organic phase was 3 V-% of Alamine 336, 3 V-% of isodecanol as 

a modifier and Napoleum 470 as a diluent. Mixer-settlers in two banks of four 

stages were used to separate uranium from sulfuric acid leachate. The process was 

able to treat 4.5 m3/min of PLS with U3O8 concentration of 1.0 g/L. Alamine 336 is 

a relatively popular extractant as it is used also in various other uranium mines. 

(Ritcey, 2006 (2)) 

Another popular extractant in uranium extraction from sulfuric acid solutions is 

D2EHPA. Usually tributyl phosphate (TBP) is used as. These processes are similar 
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as described above. Shiprock mine in New Mexico and Climax Uranium mine in 

Grand Junction, Colorado were for example using D2EHPA-TBP mixture at 1960’s 

in uranium LLE. (Ritcey, 2006 (2)) 

In Rössning mine, Namibia, ion exchange was used as preliminary separation 

method before liquid-liquid extraction in the uranium recovery process in 1970’s. 

At that time Rössning plant had a capacity to process 3600 m3/h of leachate. Amine 

based solvent was used in the process. (Ritcey, 2006 (2)) 

Somaïr, company owned by Areva, has an uranium mine in the desert of Niger. The 

mine is leaching low-grade uranium ore with sulfuric acid bio-heap leaching. 

(Areva, 2013) The leaching process in Somaïr is similar with Terrafame leaching 

process, but there is only a limited amount of information available about the 

process. 

Sulfuric acid is not the only leachate used, and for example Palabora Mining 

company in South Africa uses nitric acid as leachate (Ritcey, 2006 (2)). Chemistries 

of organic reagents with different kinds of leachates are different depending a lot 

on the used leaching agent (Dogmane, et al., 2002).  

Mine wastes have been found to be relatively good uranium deposits in closed mine 

sites. For example Caladas mine in Brazil, closed in 1995, has available 

concentrations of uranium left (250 mg/L) in the waste containing mostly gypsum 

and ettringite. It is studied that recovery of uranium in the deposit is reasonable as 

over 90 % of the uranium can be leached from the waste in optimal conditions by 

using sodium carbonate or sodium bicarbonate as leaching agents. Recovery of 

metals from the mine waste would help to control environmental effects of the 

mining for example by decreased amount of acid mine drainage (AMD). (Santos & 

Ladeira, 2011) 

 

3.4.Other leachates used for uranium recovery 

 

Though sulfuric acid has been found to be the best leachate for most of the uranium 

ores, there are still various other acids that can be used for the case. Ore, leaching 

method, co-production of other metals and availability of the leachate guides the 
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selection of the leachate. In uranium mining, acids are the most used leachates, but 

for example alkaline solutions can also be used. Alkaline solutions are efficient for 

example in carbonate containing ores (Kacham & Suri, 2014) and it has also been 

studied to efficiently dissolve uranium in heap leach processes (Xiao-Wen & Wei-

Jinn, 2004). 

Nitric acid is found to be an efficient leachate for uranium and it is especially used 

for low grade uranium sources with complex mineralogy. Its use has been low 

because of environmental concerns of nitrates. Anyhow, at least Palabora mine in 

South Africa has used nitric acid as leachate. (Ritcey, 2006 (2)) 

In the case of nitric acid leachate, TBP is the most used extractant in uranium 

extraction. Extraction process in Palabora mine was carried out by a six-staged 

mixer-settler, with 10 % TBP as an extractant in Shellsol R diluent. Co-extracted 

thorium was then scrubbed in four stages with uranyl nitrate. Loaded organic was 

then stripped with 40°C water in eight stages. Aqueous feed to the process was 16 

L/min, whereas organic feed to the process was 25–30 L/min. (Ritcey, 2006 (2)) 

Reaction between uranyl ion and nitric acid is shown in equation X (Lei, et al., 

2014).  

𝑈𝑂2
2+ + 2𝐻𝑁𝑂3 = 𝑈𝑂2(𝑁𝑂3)2 + 2𝐻+ 

Ammonium carbonate can be used to leach uranium(IV) from oxidized minerals 

such as caronitite and for primary minerals such as uraninite. Ammonium carbonate 

can be used to replace strong acids in leaching. Leaching of uranium(IV) from 

caronitite is presented in equation (3) and from uranitite in equation (4). (Butler, 

1969) 

𝑈𝑂3 + 3𝐶𝑂3
2− + 𝐻2𝑂 = [𝑈𝑂2(𝐶𝑂3)3]4− 

𝑈𝑂2 +
1

2
𝑂2 + 3𝐶𝑂3

2− + 𝐻2𝑂 = [𝑈𝑂2(𝐶𝑂3)3]4− + 2𝑂𝐻− 

In the case of ammonium carbonate PLS, SX was not found to be an economic 

recovery method in 1960’s. Instead of SX, ion exchange and resin-in pulp extraction 

were found to be feasible recovery methods. (Butler, 1969) 

Different phosphoric acids have been considered as an important uranium source in 

the future. Phosphoric rock contains usually considerable uranium concentrations 

(3) 

(4) 

(2) 
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with estimated uranium production capacity of 11 000 tU/a (Nuclear Energy 

Agency, 2011). Even though sulfuric acid is usually used as a leachate in 

phosphorous leaching, uranium recovery from phosphorous rock differs from other 

ores as uranium is dissolved to phosphorous acid solution. If uranium is not 

recovered from phosphorous rock, it can contaminate large cultivation areas, as 

phosphoric acids made from phosphorous rock are used as fertilizers. (Singh, et al., 

2016) Uranium recovery from phosphoric acids can consequently be an efficient 

method to decrease environmental effects of uranium mining and fertilizing.  

Uranium can be recovered from phosphoric acid solutions by various technologies, 

depending on the type of phosphoric acid formed. For example, ion exchange and 

SX are proposed to be efficient recovery methods for the process. In the case of SX, 

D2EHPA-TOPO organic phase has been found to have efficient extraction 

properties for uranium from phosphoric acid. (Beltrami, et al., 2014) 

It can be noted from the discussion above that there is a lot of similarities but also 

some differences between different uranium mining mines. Data of the discussed 

uranium producing mines is collected to Table I to clarify differences and 

similarities. 

 

Table I  Summary of discussed worldwide uranium production. 

Mine Leachant Extractant Modifier Number of 

SX steps 

Production 

(tU/a) 

Terrafame 

(planned) 

H2SO4 D2EHPA Cyanex 923 2 < 250 

The Key 

Lake (2017) 

H2SO4 Alamine 

336 

isodecanol 4 7 520 

Olympic dam 

(1988) 

H2SO4 Alamine 

336 

isodecanol 3 1 200 

Mexican Hat 

(1958) 

H2SO4 Alamine 

336 

isodecanol Undefined Undefined 

Ambrosia 

Lake 1980’s 

H2SO4 Alamine 

336 

isodecanol 2X4 2 000 

Climax 

uranium mine 

H2SO4 D2EHPA TBP Undefined Undefined 

Palabora HNO3 TBP Undefined 6 Undefined 
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3.5.Other technologies used in uranium recovery 

 

Ion exchange (IE) has been studied to be a considerable alternative for solvent 

extraction of uranium in the case of sulfuric leach liquors (Botez, et al., 2014). It is 

based on exchange of ions in to the ones in solid ion exchange resin. Ion exchange 

makes it possible to remove a wide range of different ions in solution or it can be 

used to separate wanted materials selectively. The affinity of the ions to the resin 

depend in principle on the charge and hydrated size. Also other properties of the 

solution and resin can have an effect. (Inamuddin & Luqman, 2012) 

Ion exchange was already widely used in 1980’s in uranium recovery from sulfuric 

solutions. That time, strong polystyrene resins like Dowex 21K, Duolite A101D, 

Ionac 641 and IRA-400 were used in IE processes. Workability of these strong base 

anion resins (SBA) is based on the selectivity of quaternary amine functional group. 

In some cases even macroporous base resins were also used, because of the good 

selectivity of uranium over iron (International Atomic Energy Agency, 1986). 

In ion exchange, uranium is sorbed in the resin as UO2(SO4)3
4-, UO2(SO4)2

4-, or 

U2O5(SO3)2
4-. Sorption efficiency varies a lot depending on the uranium compound 

formed, and amount of functional groups, the capacity and the selectivity of the 

resin. (International Atomic Energy Agency, 1986)  

In a study by St John et al. 2010, D2EHPA has been studied as a compound of 

polymer inclusion membrane in the recovery of U(VI) from H2SO4 solution. In this 

method organic diluent is replaced by a polymer. D2EHPA has been reported to act 

similarly in the polymer inclusion membrane extraction process as in the solvent 

extraction process of U(VI). D2EHPA polymer inclusion membrane is able to 

extract over 99 % of uranium at pHs 1-2 up to solution concentration of 30 mg/L. 

(St John, et al., 2010) Comparing results for example to Sato et al. 1985, it is 

noteworthy that extraction efficiencies are similar in both cases. Although D2EHPA 

loss in the case of polymer inclusion membrane can be smaller than in the case of 

SX because entrainment would not be formed from the membrane. It is still unclear 

how large amounts of PLS could be treated by using D2EHPA polymer inclusion 
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membrane and is it economically feasible but the method should be considered as 

an alternative for SX in detailed studies. 

 

4. Terrafame Metals Recovery Process 

 

Terrafame is a polymetallic mine in the municipality of Sotkamo in Northern-

Finland. The main product of the mine is nickel-cobalt concentrate but the mine 

produces also zinc and copper. There is also a uranium recovery plant on the site, 

but it has never been used. The company is also actively investigating the possibility 

for nickel sulfate, cobalt sulfate and REE production. Figure 3 illustrates the whole 

process of Terrafame mine. 

The company mines black schist as an ore from Kuusilampi open-pit mine. Ore is 

crushed in four crushing stages. Crushed ore is fed to agglomeration with PLS. At 

agglomeration stage fine and coarse particles are attached to each other after which 

they are heaped. 

Terrafame mine process is based on bio-heap leaching by using H2SO4 as a leachate. 

Similar process has been studied to be efficient in uranium leaching with low-grade 

ore (Din, et al., 2013). Bio-heap leaching by adding sulfuric acid and air to heaped 

ore makes the metal ions to dissolve to a solution by forming metal sulfates in an 

exothermic reaction boosted by microbes. Different metal sulfides are separated 

from the PLS by precipitating in different phases. Copper sulfide, zinc sulfide, 

nickel sulfide and cobalt sulfide are precipitated by using hydrogen sulfide. The 

process is time consuming as at Terrafame the ore is heaped twice, first to primary 

and then to secondary leaching. 
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Figure 3 Terrafame metal refining process with uranium SX added to the 

current process in operation 
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The considered Terrafame uranium SX plant process chart is illustrated in Figure 

4. The SX pilot plant has neither thickening nor precipitation of uranium even both 

processes are implemented in up-scaled Terrafame uranium plant. Uranium in the 

process is mostly originated from thucholite and uranite minerals that are found in 

the mined ore. In the process, uranium occurs as the forms of U-238 and U-235. 

(Ramboll Oy, 2011)  Shares of uranium isotopes in the ore can vary but 95%-100% 

of Terrafame uranium is always U-238 isotope. In the up-scaled process, liquid-

liquid extraction itself is applied in two counter-current mixer-settler units. 

Aqueous phase in the process is sulfuric acid PLS from bio-heap leaching. Leachate 

stream is led to the liquid-liquid extraction process as aqueous phase, after the 

precipitation of copper and zinc. To fully understand the extraction process of 

uranium, properties of the organic phase must be considered. The premediated 

organic phase contains 4 % of Cyanex 923 mixture as a modifier, 5 % of D2EHPA 

as an extractant and the rest 91 % of the phase is aromatic free hydro-carbon Nessol 

D100 diluent. Chemistry of Cyanex 923 and D2EHPA is discussed more closely in 

later parts of this work. 

When discussing about Terrafame uranium SX process, different process units are 

abbreviated as followed. E1 is used for the first extraction mixer-settler stage, E2 

from the second mixer-settler stage, LO-tank from loaded organic storage tank, 

SCR 1 from the first scrubbing (acid wash) stage, SCR 2 from the second scrubbing 

stage and W from the water wash. Considering stripping, S1 refers to the first 

stripping stage and S2 refers to the second stripping stage. 
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Figure 4 Simplified process flow chart of Terrafame uranium SX plant. Red 

arrows illustrate organic streams and black arrows aqueous streams. 

 

Extraction in up-scaled process is carried out in two Outotec Compact mixer-settler 

units. Each unit has a DOP-pump turbine, two Spirok-mixers and a settler with 

various partitions. Up-scaled plant is designed to handle 1800 m3/h PLS with 1500 

m3/h of organic. Aqueous feed is fed to the E1 unit where it mixes in the turbine 

with partially loaded organic phase coming from E2 unit and loaded organic phase 

from LO-tank. In the case of crud formation, it will be removed from the process 

by clarifying and separation of phases in batch clarifiers. After E1, raffinate is fed 

to E2 where it mixes with unloaded solvent coming from regeneration of the 

stripping overhead product. Raffinate is fed from the SX process for pre-

neutralization at metal’s recovery plant. 

Sulfuric acid is used as a scrubbing solution and it is used to remove impurities like 

aluminum and iron from the loaded organic phase. It is implemented in two mixer-

settlers, where the organic phase is contacted with sulfuric acid solution. Because 
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uranium is soluble to sulfuric acid, scrubbing circumstances must be considered 

carefully to evade uranium phase change. It is studied that extraction of Fe(III) takes 

place on much lower sulfuric acid concentrations than uranium (Quinn, et al., 2013). 

Quinn et al. (2013) found out that optimal H2SO4 concentration for scrubbing would 

be 0.1–1.0 M, when Fe(III) is the main metal to be removed and uranium is desired 

to be left into organic phase. Iron in Terrafame PLS is mostly found as Fe(II) but 

small amounts of Fe(III) exists also in the PLS.  

Based on the preliminary studies made for the Terrafame U-SX process, a reaction 

mechanism presented in equation (5) for the scrubbing from D2EHPA is proposed. 

The scrubbing mechanism with aluminum(III) is expected to be analogous with 

iron(III) because of the similar compound formation in SX process, though optimal 

phase change conditions with aluminum can differ for the ones with iron.  

2𝐹𝑒𝑅6𝐻3
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ + 3𝐻2𝑆𝑂4 ⇄ 𝐹𝑒2(𝑆𝑂4)3 + 3(𝐻𝑅)2 

Water wash is carried out after scrubbing to remove acid remnants from the organic 

phase as Cyanex 923 co-extracts sulfuric acid (Zhu, et al., 2016). Water wash is 

realized in a similar mixer-settler unit as scrubbing but only in one step. As in the 

case of scrubbing, efficiency of water wash will be studied in the pilot scale process 

by varying phase ratios and flow rates. Importance of the water wash is to originate 

the ability of sulfuric acid to react with soda (Zhao, et al., 2016). Therefore the 

remaining sulfuric acid must be washed out from the organic phase before stripping 

with Na2CO3. 

Stripping is done counter-currently in two mixer-settler units by using sodium 

carbonate (Na2CO3) as a stripping agent in an aqueous solution. Na2CO3 solution is 

first fed to the second stripping unit while organic phase is fed to the first unit. 

Partially loaded Na2CO3 aqueous phase flows then from the second stripping unit 

to the first stripping unit, while partially stripped organic phase flows to opposite 

direction. Unloaded organic phase is then fed from the second stripping unit back 

to the second SX unit via regenerating NaOH wash and acidification. Uranium 

concentrated aqueous phase is fed to pH adjustment. 

In the pilot scale process, sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) is used as a stripping agent. 

It has been reported by Khorfan et al. (1998) that in kerosene/D2EHPA solvent 

extraction system Na2CO3 acts as an efficient stripping agent, as the stripping yield 

(5) 
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of 99.8 % can be reached. The increasing concentration of D2EHPA affects 

negatively on the stripping yield, while increasing concentration of stripping agent 

has an opposite effect. Stripping efficiency in the case can be enhanced by reducing 

uranium to the U(IV) state and by increasing the temperature. (Khorfan, et al., 1998)  

High stripping efficiency of Na2CO3 is based on the complexation between uranium 

and carbonate. Uranyl carbonate complexes formed are highly stable and therefore 

Na2CO3 is a suitable stripping agent for many solvents. There are a few possible 

complexation reactions between Na2CO3 and uranium to form UO2CO3, 

UO2(CO3)2
2- or UO2(CO3)3

4-
. (Quinn, et al., 2013; Guillaumont, et al., 2003). 

Depending on the pH, U(VI) can react with carbonate as uranyl forming stable 

uranyl peroxo carbonato complexes UO2(O2)2(CO3)
4-, UO2(O2)(CO3)2

4- or 

UO2(O2)3
4- in the presence of H2O2. These uranium containing anions can then be 

precipitated by adjusting pH (Kim, et al., 2009) It can be seen from Figure 22 

illustrating an example of predominance area in uranium system that the phase of 

dominant uranium compound changes as pH is increased. 

Based on Terrafame’s preliminary studies, stripping in the considered SX is based 

on cation exchange process, where uranium is extracted from the organic phase to 

the aqueous phase following reaction (6).  

𝑈𝑂2(𝑅2𝐻)2
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + 2𝑁𝑎2𝐶𝑂3 ⇄ 𝑈𝑂2(𝐶𝑂3)2 + 4𝑅𝑁𝑎̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ + 2𝐻+  

The aimed uranium concentration after stripping in Na2CO3 solution is 10–20 g/L. 

It has been studied that carbonate ions can dissolve to organic phase in the stripping 

stages. It is also noted that D2EHPA saponificates in the stripping stage as Na 

participates to D2EHPA micelle forming. (Faarinen, 2015) Effect of the uranium 

concentration on the state of the Na2CO3 and dissolved carbonate in the organic 

phase will be studied in the pilot tests in more detail.  

Before precipitation of uranium, pH of the solution must be adjusted, to correspond 

good precipitation state. That is why pH-adjustment is implemented. In stripping 

solution pH is much higher than in PLS as Na2CO3 is used as stripping agent. Lower 

pH could decrease induction time, individual particle size and cause faster 

precipitation compared to higher pH (Kim, et al., 2011).  

(6) 
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The pH-adjustment is implemented in three mixing reactors in order to reach pH 

1.5 that is low enough for the precipitation step. The pH is decreased by adding 

H2SO4. In this step, D2EHPA left to the aqueous phase begins to extract uranium 

from concentrated solution, which causes creation of gel-tupe organic phase that 

fouls the reactor output. The D2EHPA-gel can be avoided as shown in figure 4, by 

adding small organic stream to pH-adjustment from W to get higher D2EHPA 

concentration and to prevent overloading. Problems occur if the organic input is too 

high and Na2CO3 phase uranium concentration starts to decrease. In the pilot test 

runs it is tried to find out the minimum organic feed to the pH-adjustment that still 

can prevent polymerization of D2EHPA. After the pH-adjustment, the solution is 

clarified. Remaining organics are removed from the overflow of the two clarifiers.  

Precipitation of uranium takes place after pH-adjustment as shown in figure 4. 

Temperature of the solution is decreased in order to achieve efficient precipitation 

in three precipitation tanks in series. 50 v-% H2O2 is used as a precipitation agent. 

After precipitation, uranium slurry is separated from the rest of the solution in a 

thickener. Thickening is enhanced by adding flocculants in the Spirok-type mixer. 

Solution is fed back to leaching and thickened uranyl oxide is fed to drying and 

packaging. Expected precipitation reaction based on the preliminary experiments is 

shown in Equation (7). Precipitation is not implemented in the pilot tests.  

𝐻2𝑂2(𝑎𝑞) + (𝑈𝑂2)2+
(𝑎𝑞) + 2𝐻2𝑂 → 𝑈𝑂4 ∗ 2𝐻2𝑂(𝑠) + 2𝐻+(𝑎𝑞)  

Pilot sized process is almost analogous with the full scale process but in 
1

2000
 size 

of the original process. Typical composition of PLS fed to uranium SX plant in 

Terrafame mine is presented in Table II. Even though the organic phase in the 

experiments is premediated in laboratory experiments, also other possible organic 

compositions should be considered in the case of changes in the composition of 

aqueous phase and possible supply problems. 

 

 

 

 

(7) 
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Table II Composition of the aqueous feed 

Element Al Fe Mg Mn Ni Na Zn Ca Co U 

Concentration 

g/L 

3.5 2.5 1.4 7.8 2.2 1.3 0.5 0.65 0.03 0.02 

 

5. Organic phase of U SX in Terrafame 

 

Referring to the material safety data sheets, the organic phase composition in 

Terrafame is toxic for environment, it can cause health problems or even death if 

swallowed or inhaled and it has corrosive properties (Cytec Industries Inc., 2011; 

Neste Oil Oyj, 2011; LANXESS Deutchland GmbH, 2006). Because of this, every 

action with the organic phase must be done with care, wearing appropriate 

protective equipment and the spread of the chemicals to the environment must be 

prevented.  

Most of the organic phase is Nessol D100 (former name Nessol Liav 270), a 

kerosene diluent made by Neste. It is used as the diluent because of its good 

properties in the view of SX. Nessol D100 is aromatic free hydrocarbon mixture 

with flash point over 90°C. Density of the diluent is 817 kg/m3 which is the cause 

of organic phase to settle on the top of the aqueous phase. (Neste, 2018) 

 

5.1.Cyanex 923, mixture of liquid phosphine oxides 

 

In the Terrafame U-SX organic phase Cyanex 923 is used as a modifier but it also 

takes place to the extraction as extractant. It is a mixture of four different liquid 

phosphine oxides that are fully miscible in hydrocarbon diluents (Ritcey, 2006 (1)). 

Chemical compounds of Cyanex 923 are shown in Table III (Cytec, 2008) 
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Table III Chemical formula of four phosphoric components whose mixture 

forms Cyanex 923 (Cytec, 2008) 

R3P(O) R2R’P(O) RR’2P(O) R’P(O) 

While  R=[CH3(CH2)7] 

R’=[CH3(CH2)7] 

-normal octyl 

-normal hexyl 

 

    

There are various references available that report Cyanex 923 as the uranium 

extractant. Cyanex 923 is an efficient extractant in uranium recovery, as the 

recovery rate for U(VI) from sulfuric acid containing aqueous solution can be 80–

99,9 % based on batch experiments. The extraction efficiency depends mostly on 

acid concentration of the aqueous solution, concentrations of the extractant and 

uranium, and the chemical forms of the used diluent and modifier. Efficiency of 

uranium extraction with different sulfuric acid concentrations with Cyanex 923 is 

shown in Figure 5. (Zhu, et al., 2016; Gupta, et al., 2002) 

 

Figure 5 Uranium extraction with Cyanex 923 in different sulfuric acid 

molarities with initial 19 g/L uranium concentration, based on the 

figure of Gupta et al. (Gupta, et al., 2002; Zhu, et al., 2016) 

It is reported that the reaction between Cyanex 923 and uranium is analogous with 

the reaction between TOPO and uranium. Minimum of extraction is met at pH 1. It 

is due the change of extraction mechanism. pHs less than 1.0 extraction takes place 

Gupta et al. (2002) 

Zhu et al. (2016) 
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as compound formation but at higher pH values the extraction is based on solvation 

mechanism (Zhu, et al., 2016). The reaction between TOPO and UO2SO4 in H2SO4 

solution is presented in equation (8) (Sato, 1980). It can be seen that the extraction 

system between Cyanex 923 and UO2SO4 is complying a solvation mechanism as 

phosphorous extractant forms metal complexes with uranyl sulfate. From now on 

R refers to any extraction reagent used in SX processes.  

𝑈𝑂2𝑆𝑂4 + 2𝑅3𝑃𝑂̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ ⟶  𝑈𝑂2𝑆𝑂4 ∙ 2𝑅3𝑃𝑂̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 

Co-extraction of sulfuric acid takes place in strong acid solutions with sulfuric acid 

molarities more than 6 M. High acid concentrations affects negatively to the 

extraction (%) of uranium (Iberhan & Wisniewski, 2003; Zhu, et al., 2016; 

Yonghui, et al., 1998). Instead, in low sulfuric acid concentrations uranium will 

have competitive extraction reactions with lanthanides as their maximum 

extraction-% is attained at 1·10-3 M H2SO4 solutions (Gupta, et al., 2002). Probably 

this will not be as big of a problem as co-extraction of sulfuric acid, because of the 

low REE concentrations. Co-extraction of H2SO4 must be taken into account in the 

SX pilot experiments when pH of the aqueous phase is low. Water wash is an 

important part of this.  

Regardless of the decrease in the extraction efficiency of uranium in the case of 

REE co-extraction, recovering of REE could be possible in the same process. It 

must be studied in the pilot test runs, if co-extraction is efficient enough and REE 

can be easily separated from uranium after SX, for example in different stripping 

steps. Lu et al. (1998) has studied extraction of Ce(IV) in sulfuric solutions by using 

Cyanex 923 as an extractant in n-hexane diluent and found out that recovering of 

REE with Cyanex 923 is possible and reaction between Ce(IV) and Cyanex 923 

follows reaction illustrated in equation (9) (Lu, et al., 1998). It can be seen that the 

process is based on solvation mechanism. Production of REE could be 

commercially reasonable as prices of REE are higher than prices of base metals, but 

economic viability of process incorporated with uranium production should be 

studied in more detail.  

𝐶𝑒4+ + 𝑆𝑂4
2− + 2𝑆𝑂4

− + 2𝑅3𝑃𝑂̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ ⇄ 𝐶𝑒(𝑆𝑂4)(𝐻𝑆𝑂4)2 ∙ 2𝑅3𝑃𝑂̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (9) 

(8) 
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5.2. D2EHPA, Bis(2-ethylhexyl) hydrogen phosphate 

 

In the pilot scale uranium recovery tests D2EHPA (Bis(2-ethylhexyl) hydrogen 

phosphate) is used as an extractant of uranium. D2EHPA replaced tributyl 

phosphate in liquid-liquid extraction of uranium(VI) in 1950’s and since then it has 

been used as an efficient uranium extractant from sulfuric leach liquors. Because of 

the huge interest on nuclear fuel reprocessing by liquid-liquid extraction, D2EHPA 

earned interest of many extraction chemists and researchers. (Kolarik, 1982) Most 

of the basic research on D2EHPA has been made in the 1950’s. 

D2EHPA is an acidic reactant whose extraction reaction is based on cationic 

exchange, which means that it is fairly good extractant for many cation species like 

UO2
2- and Fe(III) cations (Quinn, et al., 2013). Because of the composition of 

process solution, the behavior of D2EHPA with Fe(III) and other cations should be 

considered carefully. Also, the fact that solubility of D2EHPA in water is 0,182 g/L 

(LANXESS Deutchland GmbH, 2006) should be noted, as the loss of the extractant 

to the raffinate can be minimized by a preconditioning step that removes impurities 

of the extractant. This can be made by contacting the solvent to the aqueous solution 

with the actual pH of feed solution, before feeding the extractant to the process. 

(Ritcey, 2006 (1)) To predict the behavior of D2EHPA in solvent extraction 

processes, physiochemical constants listed by Tao and Nagaosa can be considered. 

(Tao & Nagaosa, 2003) 

Every additional ion extracted decreases the capacity for the target ion. Sato et al. 

(1985) studied behavior of ferric iron in extraction processes of D2EHPA and they 

uncovered the reaction between D2EHPA and Fe3+ illustrated in the equation (10) 

(Sato, et al., 1985). Another disturbing metal ion in the process is aluminum, whose 

extraction mechanism is shown in equation (11) (Mohapatra, et al., 2007).  

𝐹𝑒3+ + 3(𝐻𝑅)2
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ⇄ 𝐹𝑒𝑅6𝐻3

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ + 3𝐻+ 

𝐴𝑙3+ + 𝑛(𝐻𝑅)2
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ⇄ 𝐴𝑙𝐻2𝑛−3𝑅2𝑛

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + 3𝐻+ 

It has been stated that in acidc perchlorate solutions uranium(VI) reacts with 

D2EHPA through ion exchange mechanism shown in equation (12). (Baes, et al., 

1958). Same reaction can occur also in aqueous sulfuric acid solutions depending 

(10) 

(11) 
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on the concentrations of H2SO4, D2EHPA and uranium. Another possible reaction 

between uranium and DEHPA is presented in equation (13). (Sato, 1961) The 

reaction between D2EHPA and uranium (IV) is shown in equation (14). (Kiwan & 

Amin, 1974) 

𝑈𝑂2
2+

+ 2(𝐻𝑅)2
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ⇄ 𝑈𝑂2𝐻2𝑅4

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ + 2𝐻+ 

2𝑈𝑂2
2+

+ 3(𝐻𝑅)2
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ⇄ (𝑈𝑂2)2𝑅6𝐻2

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ + 4𝐻+ 

𝑈4+
+ 4(𝐻𝑅)2

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ⇄ 𝑈𝑅4(𝐻𝑅)4
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ + 4𝐻+ 

Pourbaix diagram drawn can help to predict the reaction between uranium and 

D2EHPA when composition of the solution is constant. By measuring pH and 

REDOX-potential, the dominant form of uranium can be predicted by finding the 

cross point of measured pH and REDOX in the Pourbaix predominance area 

diagram. Anyhow, based on the preliminary studies, the reaction that occurs 

between D2EHPA and UO2
2+ in Terrafame SX process is similar to mechanism 

(12). It must be recognized that a change in the composition process solution can 

change the extraction mechanism in the process. 

 

6. ALTERNATIVES FOR EXTRACTANT 

  

Sometimes there can be unpredictable supply problems with chemicals, especially 

ones produced in a single place on the world. In case of the considered Terrafame 

SX process, this kind of chemical is Cyanex 923 which is also a registered 

trademark and therefore produced only by Cytec Solvay Group. Therefore, 

alternative chemicals should be also considered because of the possibility in the 

change of chemical permissions, increased price and changes in the process water. 

In this chapter, various extractants are studied by literature review. Their properties, 

advantages, disadvantages and feasibility for the U-SX process is considered. 

 

 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 
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6.1.Alamine 336, N,N-dioctyl-1-octanamine 

 

Alamine 336 (N,N-dioctyl-1-octanamine) refers to C24H51N or to a mixture of Tri 

C8-10 Alkyl Amines, C27H57N (Friess, 2014). Alamine 336 can achieve 98 % 

extraction rate for uranium(VI) in single stage in sulfate solution with the O/A phase 

ratio of 1. Extraction rate is very sensitive to the changes in sulfate concentration 

and the optimum sulfate concentration in tests was 0.1 mol/L. In increased sulfate 

concentration of 0.5 mol/L the extraction rate was only 60 %. Used diluent has also 

a significant effect on the extraction efficiency as kerosene was the only tested 

diluent to gain extraction rate over 60 %. (Kumar, et al., 2010) Decrease of uranium 

extraction efficiency in higher sulfate concentrations can be due the competitive 

extraction of sulfate ions or due the complex formation between UO2
2+ and SO4

2-. 

Geipel et al. (1996) studied uranium complex formation between UO2
2+ and SO4

2- 

ions and found out that uranium can form UO2(SO4)2
2- and UO2(SO4)3

4- complexes 

in high SO4
2- concentrated solutions (Geipel & Bernard, 1996) Another affecting 

matter to the extraction efficiency is the protonation of extractant. Acid is needed 

to protonation so in low acid concentrations protonation can be incomplete. 

Complex formation, protonation and SO4
2- extraction affects also to the extraction 

efficiency of other extractants discussed. 

Reaction equation (15) illustrates the chemistry of the extraction of U(VI) in 

sulfuric acid solution by using Alamine 336 as an extractant, where R3N refers to 

neutral Alamine 336  (Ramadevi, et al., 2012). Reaction is based on anion exchange 

mechanism.  

2(𝑅3𝑁𝐻)2(𝑆𝑂4)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + 𝑈𝑂2(𝑆𝑂4)3
4− ⇄ (𝑅3𝑁𝐻)4𝑈𝑂2(𝑆𝑂4)3

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ + 2𝑆𝑂4
2− 

In the case of low grade uranium leachates with the presence of ions such as SO4
2-, 

Fe, Al and Mg, Alamine 336 seems to be an efficient uranium extractant as the 

uranium (U3O8) extraction rate of 95 % can be achieved (Ramadevi, et al., 2012). 

Tertiary amines such as Alamine 336 have been reported to be selective for uranium 

over impurities such as phosphate, REE, thorium and iron (International Atomic 

Energy Agency, 1993). Anyhow, if results of Ramadevi et al. are scrutinized, it can 

be seen that Alamine 336 has eventually extracted eight times bigger mass of iron 

than U3O8. 

(15) 
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Alamine 336 could be worthy of consideration as an alternative for DEHPA or 

Cyanex 923 in the Terrafame uranium extraction process. The possibility of 

Alamine 336 as a choice is reasserted by other similar SX plants that use Alamine 

336 as an uranium extractant (Ritcey, 2006 (2)). Suitability of Alamine 336 for the 

process could be further studied in the laboratory experiments. The most limiting 

feature of Alamine 336 in the process is the narrow range of efficient extraction in 

different sulfate concentrations. If Alamine 336 is considered as a choice in the 

process, a suitable modifier and laboratory test should be included. 

6.2.Cyanex 272, bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphoric acid 

 

Cyanex 272 (bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphoric acid) is an organophosphinic 

acid that has not yet been widely used as uranium extractant, but its main use in SX 

processes is in cobalt recovery. Extraction of uranium by using Cyanex 272 can be 

99 % from saline sulfuric acid leach liquors in batch tests. Uranium was observed 

to be extracted whereas ferric iron extracted slowly. Quinn & Solderhoff (2015) 

studied uranium extraction of solution containing 1 g/L of uranium, 2 g/L of ferric 

iron, 48 g/L of sulfate and 20 g/L of chloride. pH in the experiments was 1.75. 

Cyanex 272 was studied as reactant because known negative impact of chloride 

with to tertiary amine reagents. Reaction between Cyanex 272 and U(VI) in saline 

sulfuric acid leach liquor is based on cation exchange in two steps which are 

illustrated in equations (16) and (17), where H2A2 refers to phosphorous acid dimer 

Cyanex 272.  (Quinn & Soldernhoff, 2015) There are also various other studies of 

uranium recovery by using Cyanex 272 (St John, et al., 2010; Madane, et al., 2011; 

Karve & Pandey, 2012) but the medium or technology used differs a lot from the 

Terrafame SX pilot-plant.  

𝑈𝑂2
2+ + 2𝐻2𝐴2

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ⇄ 𝑈𝑂2𝐴2(𝐻𝐴)2
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + 2𝐻+ 

𝑈𝑂2
2+ + 𝑈𝑂2𝐴2(𝐻𝐴)2

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ ⇄ 2𝑈𝑂2𝐴2
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + 2𝐻+ 

Based on the study made by Quinn & Solderhoff, it is proposed that Cyanex 272 

will be studied as an extractant for U(VI) in Terrafame process, even though PLS 

does not contain such a great amounts of chloride. There is not much information 

available of U(VI) extraction by Cyanex 272 in the processes similar to Terrafame, 

but extraction efficiency of uranium over ferric iron in high sulfuric acid 

(16) 

(17) 
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concentrations encourages to study the extraction of uranium with real PLS more 

closely. Extraction of cobalt from PLS can be problematic as Cyanex 272 has also 

good Co extraction properties (Olivier, et al., 2012). Even if Cyanex 272 can extract 

cobalt efficiently, cobalt extraction in low pH is low as for example only 21.5 % of 

cobalt from pH 3.8 having sulfate solution is extracted (Cytec Industries Inc., 2008). 

In any case, selectivity of Cyanex 272 for uranium over cobalt and iron in low pH 

should be determined to find out possible industrial applications in the case of 

uranium extraction. 

 

6.3.PC 88A, 2-ethylhexyl phosphoric acid mono-2-ethylhexyl ester 

 

PC 88A (2-ethylhexyl phosphoric acid mono-2-ethylhexyl ester) is an acidic 

organophosphorous extractant, which is widely used in the extraction of REE (Lee, 

et al., 2005). It has been referred to act almost analogously with D2EHPA in SX of 

uranium in sulfate media. The extraction process is based on cation exchange 

mechanism, where uranium(VI) forms uranium complexes in room temperature. 

The study was implemented in different PC 88A concentrations with TOPO and 

optimal composition of these two extractants in organic phase was studied in 

different conditions. It is reported that in the studied system the mixture organic 

phase can extract over 97 % of U(VI) in acidities under 2 M. Extraction efficiency 

is decreases when acidity increases. (Biswas, et al., 2011)  The reaction between 

PC 88A and U(VI) is shown in the equation (18) (Biswas, et al., 2011; Singh, et al., 

2000).  

𝑈𝑂2
2+ + 2𝐻2𝐴2

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ⇄ 𝑈𝑂2(𝐻𝐴2)2
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + 2𝐻+  

PC 88A could be a potential alternative for D2EHPA in Terrafame process, even 

though D2EHPA is much used and easily available extractant, while PC 88A does 

not seem to be as easily available. As it was reported earlier, D2EHPA is slightly 

soluble in water so it should be studied if PC 88A could be less soluble and therefore 

more environmentally friendly, economical and technically feasible choice for the 

process. Feasibility of PC 88A for Terrafame process should be studied if changing 

the extractant becomes topical. Also the ability of PC 88A to extract REE should 

be considered. 

(18) 
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6.4. LIX 63, 5,8-diethyl-7-hydroxydodecan-6-oxime 

 

LIX63 (5,8-diethyl-7-hydroxydodecan-6-oxime), is studied as a promising 

alternative for D2EHPA in a SX processes of uranium(VI) from sulfate leach liquor 

(Hussein, et al., 2017). It is reported that LIX63 can achieve extraction efficiency 

of 85.57 % being the most suitable LIX extractant studied. The best extraction pH 

reported for LIX63 was pH 5.5. If pH decreases to 3.5 or lower, extraction 

efficiency decreases close to zero. Stripping efficiency of uranium from LIX63 is 

over 90 %, if 4M HCl, HNO3 or H2SO4 is used as a stripping agent. In that case, 

stripping efficiency for 1 M Na2CO3 is only 5 %. (Hussein, et al., 2017) 

In the case of Terrafame, pH of the leaching solution is 1.5-2.5, so if LIX63 is used 

as an extractant, pH of the aqueous phase should be increased. This could be 

achieved if increasing the pH is accomplished before uranium extraction. In the 

existing process preneutralization step is after the liquid-liquid extraction, because 

extra Al, Fe, Ca, S and Mg must be precipitated in pH 3–3.5 before Ni/Co 

precipitation. If LIX63 is to be used as an extractant, extraction pH should be 

increased at least to 5, to achieve extraction efficiency of 80 %. The used pH in 

current Ni/Co precipitation process is 4, which means that LIX63 is unsuitable with 

the current flowsheet. 

6.5.TOPO, trioctylphosphine oxide 

 

As mentioned before, TOPO reacts with uranium(VI) almost analogously with 

Cyanex 923 as one of the Cyanex 923 mixture compounds is TOPO. (Yonghui, et 

al., 1998) In the case of Cyanex 923 supply problems, TOPO would be most likely 

the easiest modifier to use as Cyanex 923 replacement as TOPO is easily available 

and produced by many suppliers. 

 

6.6.TBP, tributyl Phosphate  

 

TBP (Tributyl phosphate) was in 1980’s the most used extractant in uranium 

recovery from nitric acid media (Botlla & Gasós, 1987). In the case of sulfuric acid 

media, TBP is almost fully replaced with D2EHPA (Kolarik, 1982). Recently, 
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studying of TBP as an extractant in sulfuric media has not woken much interest 

with researchers and databases available does not have many recent studies 

available. 

Nouh et al. (2015) studied uranium(VI) extraction from sulfuric leach liquor by 

using TBP. Preparation of the PLS was conducted by adsorption of iron and some 

other unwanted impurities. Manganese oxide coated zeolite (MOCZ) was used as 

an adsorbent in the process and the effect of preliminary adsorption on the extraction 

efficiency of uranium(VI) was studied. As a result, 85.8 % of uranium(VI) was 

extracted into the TBP phase, after removal of iron sulfate. Reaction between U(VI) 

and TBP is shown in equation (19). (Nouh, et al., 2015) 

𝑈𝑂2𝑆𝑂4 ∙ 𝑛 𝐻2𝑂 + 𝑛𝑇𝐵𝑃̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ⇄ 𝑈𝑂2𝑆𝑂4 ∙ 𝑛 𝑇𝐵𝑃̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ + 𝑛 𝐻2𝑂 

Using of adsorbent like zeolite in real hydrometallurgical processes is difficult as 

aqueous streams are huge and contacting these streams with adsorbent would mean 

numerous tanks full of adsorbent to be in contact with process streams. However, 

if adsorption could be united into the process, TBP would be a rather good 

alternative for D2EHPA.  

 

7. DETERMINING THE IDEAL SX PROCESS FOR URANIUM (VI) 

RECOVERY 

 

The McCabe-Thiele method was first published in 1925, with distillation column 

analysis as the main objective of the method. The method can be used to visualize 

process design in a composition diagram with operating lines presenting material 

balances. (Mccabe & Thiele, 1925) Later on the McCabe-Thiele method has been 

introduced with other separation methods such as leaching, adsorption and 

extraction (Ravi, 2008). In the case of SX the McCabe-Thiele method can be used 

to analyze the process by plotting loading isotherm data (uranium concentration g/L 

in each phase with different phase ratios) into organic vs aqueous diagram. In the 

case of stripping, aqueous vs organic diagram is used. Formed curve describes the 

equilibrium of the chemical system. Operating line is the A/O ratio in the case of 

loading while in the case of stripping operating line is formed as O/A ratio, if phase 

volumes are constant in the system. 

(19) 
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McCabe-Thiele analysis can be used as a rough prediction of the unit process in a 

full-scale system. Before full-scale, the process should be tested in pilot-scale to 

find out the functioning of the equipment and to find out possible changes that must 

be done to the preliminary studied process. The final scale-up is done based on the 

pilot studies. 

In the case of Terrafame process, the SX plant is already standing on its place so 

changes to the process equipment are difficult to implement. In this case, the pilot 

is used to study optimal phase ratios and flow rates. 

8. DESIGN OF THE TERRAFAME U-SX PILOT 

 

The pilot scale SX plant is situated next to the metals recovery plant (Cu, Zn, Ni, 

Co) of Terrafame mine in a shipping container. Raffinate side stream from Zn 

precipitation is lead to the SX-pilot process to get as realistic picture of the full scale 

SX process as possible with real process PLS. Uranium concentration of the PLS 

fed to the pilot plant is approximately 20 mg/L.  

PLS fed to the SX plant has high concentrations of for example NiSO4, FeSO4, 

MnSO4 and other metals as shown in the Table II. It is expected that the composition 

of PLS varies depending on the season, mine water balance and composition of the 

ore. It has been studied that temperature, acid concentration and leaching time have 

an effect on the leaching efficiency (Kar, et al., 2000). This varying must be 

considered in the experiments. 

Most important analyzes made for pilot test runs are daily metal analyses from each 

phase. Sampling points to the process must be designed with a care so that the 

analyses made describes the process as well as possible. Every sampling point in 

each process unit should be considered in the early step of the process equipment 

design.  

Each unit dealing with PLS must be closed carefully because of the possibility of 

releasing toxic H2S to the air. Gas from these process units is fed through gas piping 

to gas washer where toxic gases are neutralized. 
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8.1.Settling and storage tanks 

 

A side stream of PLS will be fed to a settling tank in the pilot plant directly from 

the metal refining. Settling of PLS is enhanced by adding also a secondary settling 

tank. Settling tanks simulate settling ponds, where solid material is settled before 

SX processes. Settling tanks in the pilot are shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 Settling tanks that take the place of settling ponds in the pilot plant. 

1=PLS feed pipe to primary settling, 2=primary settling tank, 

3=connection piping between tanks, 4=secondary settling tank, 

5=E1 feed line. 

PLS settling in the pilot plant is implemented so that PLS is fed to the primary tank 

and from the bottom of the primary tank to the bottom of the secondary tank. PLS 

from the secondary tank to E1 is pumped from the top of the tank so most particles 

in PLS will settle to the bottom of settling tanks. Hydrodynamic residence time 

(HRT) in settling is 5h. 
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Loaded organic tank (LO-tank) is used as a preservation place of organic phase. In 

a case of an emergency the tank must be large enough to be able to storage all the 

organic from every process stage, which must be considered in the design of any 

kind of SX pilot plant. The organic can be prepared in the loaded organic tank and 

it will also act as a passage of organic to SCR1 and E1. LO-tank is shown in Figure 

7.  

 

Figure 7 Pilot plant LO-tank for the storage of the organic phase. 1=LO-tank, 

2=organic feed pipes from LO-tank to SCR1 and E1, 3=organic feed 

from E1 to LO-tank, 4=organic feed from SCR1 to LO-tank, 5=LO-

tank organic sampling pipe, 6=PLS feed sampling point. 

The most important piping from LO-tank are feeds to E1 and to SCR1. Organic 

inflows to LO-tank are SCR1 recycle and E1 overflow. For a practical reasons there 

was a need to build up also an extra recycle line from E1 feed line back to LO-tank, 

this was due the incorrectly sized pump. 

Only one daily sample is to be taken to metal analysis from LO-tank. Because of 

the toxic H2S that can be released to the air from PLS, sampling point must be gas 

sealed. Sampling point is implemented as a pipe going through a LO-tank upper 

wall. Sample can be sucked through the pipe by using a pipette.  

PLS feed sampling point is implemented at the LO-tank. PLS feed sample is taken 

from extra pipe with a valve, added to the PLS feed line. PLS sample is then taken 

straight to a sample container. Considering PLS as any other liquid that can release 
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toxic gases to the air, it is important to wear a proper respirator mask. Operators 

must be also train to use masks and proper safety equipment. 

Aqueous raffinate from E2 is to be fed back to metals recovery plant via two 

raffinate tanks in the pilot plant. Raffinate tanks are similar 1m3 tanks as settling 

tanks. Calculated HRT for raffinate in the raffinate tanks is 6h. It should be enough 

for proper settling. Raffinate tanks are illustrated in Figure 8.  

 

 

Figure 8 Raffinate tanks. 1=raffinate feed, 2=primary raffinate tank, 

3=connecting pipe between tanks, 4=secondary raffinate tank, 

5=raffinate removal piping 

In normal operations, there should not be any organic left in the raffinate. Raffinate 

is fed to the primary raffinate tank which allows organic to settle, if there is 

accidentally left some in the feed raffinate. Piping from the bottom of the primary 

raffinate tank allows the settled aqueous raffinate to flow to the secondary raffinate 

tank. Raffinate from the secondary raffinate tank is pumped from the bottom of the 

tank so the settling of the organic is double ensured. 
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8.2.E1 & E2, organic loading mixer-settlers 

 

The organic loading process itself is implemented in pilot scale in two mixer-settlers 

equipped with two turbine mixers in separate mixing tanks and settling tank with 

three clarification walls. Mixer-settlers are also equipped with separate overflow 

tank for organic phase and a raffinate tank for aqueous raffinate. Internal circulation 

of phases in SX process unit can be varied by changing the internal circulation valve 

position between settling tanks and mixing turbine tanks. The valve position 

together with flow speeds and mixer rotation speeds effects the mixing efficiency 

and the O/A ratio of phases in mixing tank of E1 and E2. In the case of E1 and E2 

mixer rotation speed and volume flow of phases can be varied by using frequency 

converters.  

It is important to be up to date with all the parameters used in the experiments, so 

while planning pilot runs it is important to find ways to measure the existing 

operating parameters. In the case of SX pilot plant, mixer rotation speeds can be 

checked by using optic tachometer to measure the rotation of reflector attached to 

mixers. Flow speeds with different pumping frequencies are determined manually 

before starting the pilot plant by drawing frequency vs. flow rate diagram for every 

pump in the plant. Every change in run parameters changes also HRT of organic 

and aqueous phase in the settling tank as phase layer takes its equilibrium on 

different levels. It was calculated based on water/diluent test runs that HRT in the 

beginning with preliminary set pumping and mixer rotation speeds and internal 

circulation is for aqueous phase about 1h 10 min and for organic phase 50 min. SX 

mixer settler used in the pilot plant is shown in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9 E1 and E2 mixer settlers from the top. 1=turbine mixer motor, 

2=internal circulation valves, 3=3rd settling wall in the settling tank, 

4=overflow section, 5=raffinate section, 6=exhaust fan piping. 

Dispersion created in mixer is settled in settling tank equipped with three settling 

walls. Organic phase flows from settling tank to overflow section. From the bottom 

of the settling tank, aqueous phase flows to raffinate section. From E1 raffinate is 

fed to E2 from the bottom of the raffinate section. This design allows entrainment 

to settle also in the raffinate section. E2 raffinate removal works similarly but it is 

fed to the primary raffinate tank. 

Figure 10 illustrates feeds for E1. Feed to E2 is analogous to E1. Both phases are 

fed straight to the mixer. Sampling points and output piping is illustrated in Figure 

11. It must be noted that again H2S is released from the PLS in E1 and E2 so 

sampling points must be gas sealed. Raffinate sample from both SX units is taken 

from the unit’s raffinate section while organic sample is taken from organic section. 

Samples are taken by using pipette along sampling pipes going through E1 and E2 

walls. It must be noted that organic and acidic solutions have different corrosive 

properties which must be taken into account while designing pilot test runs and 

sampling equipment. In the case of Terrafame SX pilot, yellow tubes (Tygon 

F4040) are organic durable and clear tubes (Tygon B-44-3) are acid durable. 
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Figure 10 E1 from the mixing side. 1=PLS feed, 2=organic feed. 

 

 

Figure 11 E2 from the settling side. 1=organic sampling point, 2=aqueous 

sampling point, 3=organic output piping, 4=aqueous output piping. 
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Dispersion sample of both E1 and E2 is pumped straight from the mixers to 

measuring glass. Measuring glass is let to settle for a while so phase ratio can be 

estimated. Dispersion samples must be taken at least three times in a row to find out 

possible error in the measurement. 

 

8.3.SCR 1 & NaOH-wash 

 

Scrubbing in the pilot plant is implemented in two different mixer-settlers. The first 

one (SCR 1) is equipped with two small Spirok-type mixers in a mixing tank. 

Settling tank is equipped with a settling wall. Aqueous raffinate is fed to the 

raffinate tank of the process unit and the organic phase is fed to the organic tank as 

overflow of the settlement similarly as in E1 and E2. The SCR 1 process unit is 

shown in Figure 12. NaOH-wash is implemented in an analogous mixer-settler as 

SCR 1. Operating parameters in SCR 1 and NaOH-wash that can be varied are 

mixer rotation speed and feed to the process unit.  

Both process units, NaOH wash and SCR 1 are sealed with a cover. In the case of 

NaOH wash and SCR 1, samples are taken by pipette from settled raffinate and 

settled organic through pipes coming out of the sealed tank. Dispersion samples 

from SCR 1 and NaOH-wash cannot be taken because there is not a sampling point 

in the mixing tank. In these process units, the mixing tank is a metal tank inside the 

settling tank so the sampling point could not be made afterwards. 
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Figure 12 SCR 1 mixer-settler. 1=aqueous feed, 2=organic feed, 3=mixer, 

4=organic sampling point, 5=aqueous sampling point. 

 

8.4.SCR 2, W, S1, S2 and acidification 

 

The second scrubbing (SCR 2) is implemented in a mixing reactor with a separate 

settling reactor. Organic and aqueous is fed to the mixing reactor and mixed with a 

blade mixer. SCR 2 is implemented in similar process unit as W, S1, S2 and 

acidification. Process units together are shown in Figure 13. Acidification mixer-

settler reactor is shown more clearly in Figure 14.  
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Figure 13 SX Kinetics Mixer-Settler reactors in Terrafame U-SX pilot. 1=SCR 

2, 2=W, 3=S1, 4=S2, 5=acidification. 

 

Figure 14 Acidification mixer-settler reactor unit. 1=Mixer, 2=mixer-reactor, 

3=Settler reactor, 4=aqueous sampling point, 5=organic sampling 

point. 
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The efficiency of mixer-settler reactors can be affected by changing mixer rotation 

speed, organic feed flow, equipment installations and SCR 1/NaOH-wash operating 

parameters. In the case of SCR 2, W, S1, S2 and acidification, equipment 

installation is mostly implemented as overflow pipe’s level, tubing clamps and tube 

installation. SCR 1, SCR 2, W, S1 and S2 operating parameters are dependent on 

each other as organic phase flows from process unit to another due to gravity. 

Because of that, it is important to be aware of the fact that operating parameters in 

each process unit affects also to the equilibrium in other units and these units can 

not be operated separately. After stripping, organic and aqueous phases are 

collected to own tanks which makes it possible to operate pH-adjustment, NaOH 

wash and acidification separately from stripping units. 

Aqueous and organic samples are taken from every process unit’s settler. Aqueous 

sample is taken from overflow pipe of each unit through an extra pipe by using a 

pipette. Organic sample is taken straight through the open cover from the settler 

reactor by using a pipette. In this part there is not PLS in the process and therefore 

not a risk for the release of H2S. Although H2S is not released, organic compounds 

should not be inhaled and respiration mask is worn always when taking samples. 

Dispersion samples can be taken straight from the mixer reactor through a reactor 

cover by using a pipette.  

 

8.5.pH-adjustment 

 

The pH-adjustment for Na2CO3 solution’s pH decrease is implemented in three 

mixing reactors. Each reactor is implemented in a single mixing reactor with a 

spirok-type mixer. Operating parameters affecting the pH-adjustment efficiency are 

mixing speed and feed flows. In this case, mixing speed is varied by a frequency 

converter. The controller of the frequency converter is is imprecise. Therefore 

mixing speed must be checked daily by using an optic tachometer.  

Na2CO3 solution from S2 and organic solution from W are fed directly to the first 

pH-adjustment reactor while sulfuric acid is fed separately to each reactor. Mixed 

solution in reactors flows gravitationally from each reactor to another. Mixed 
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solution is settled in a settler and in an after-settler. Terrafame U-SX pilot pH-

adjustment reactors are shown in Figure 15.  

 

Figure 15 pH-adjustment. 1=aqueous and organic feed, 2=1st pH-adjustment 

reactor, 3=2nd pH-adjustment reactor, 4=3rd pH-adjustment reactor, 

5=dispersion sampling point, 6=H2SO4 feed pipes, 7=settler, 8=after 

settler. 

As in the case of every other process unit, it is important to know the effect of pH-

adjustment run parameters to phase equilibrium. In pH-adjustment reactors, it is 

possible that certain amount of uranium is extracted from soda solution to the 

organic phase as concentration of uranium in Na2CO3 solution is much greater then 

in organic phase. Therefore samples need to be taken from both aqueous and 

organic outputs. Sampling is implemented in the after-settler. Aqueous phase in the 

after-settler is the product solution of the pilot test runs and it could be used to 

produce yellow cake by precipitation. 

In this pilot, one of the main issues under investigation is the needed amount of 

organic in pH-adjustment to be able to prevent gel of organic in the reactors while 

pH is decreased. Gel in the reactors is expected to be originated due the small 

droplets of organic left to the aqueous flow that is concentrated by uranium while 

pH decreases. If uranium concentration in the organic is increased over a critical 

value, gel is formed. Organic feed to the reactors can prevent gel by letting smaller 
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organic droplets from aqueous to form greater organic droplets. This way uranium 

concentration doesn’t grow as dramatically. Uranium concentration in organic 

phase to form gel is also to be determined during pilot test runs.  

Every change in the state of matter in pH-adjustment should be reported and 

pictured. Also process parameters that caused gel must be documented so 

parameters affecting gel can be identified. Gel should be also sampled and analyzed 

so reasons for the gel can be identified more clearly. 

9. EQUILIBRIUM BATCH TESTS 

 

Loading isotherm batch tests were conducted at 20°C and 50°C. Overflow of 

Terrafame Zn thickener was used as PLS of the batch tests. Composition of PLS is 

illustrated in Table IV. Picture of test equipment in use is shown in Figure 16. The 

extraction equipment consists of a magnetic stirrer with temperature sensor. 

Temperature was set precisely to 20°C and 50°C. Temperature was kept constant 

during experiments by on-line temperature measuring connected to the heating 

plate. Decanter filled with desired amount of phases closed tight with a plastic 

paraffin film to prevent evaporation of liquids. Stirring speed with magnetic stirrer 

was chosen so that there was not two separate phases to be distinguished. 
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Figure 16 Extraction equipment used in batch tests. 

 

Based on preliminary calculations and previous equilibrium data available for the 

reagent mixture, it was expected that organic phase is fully loaded with uranium 

with A/O phase ratio of 200, if uranium concentration in PLS is about 20 mg/L. In 

the results shown in Figure 17, it can be seen that hypothesis was slightly wrong as 

uranium concentration keeps increasing until A/O ratio of 180. Uranium and 

scandium concentration in aqueous and organic phases were analyzed by using 

XRF epsilon. Concentration of other metals in aqueous phase were analyzed by 

using ICP MS and in organic phases with XRF epsilon. Concentrations of used PLS 

in the batch tests are shown in Table IV. 
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Table IV Composition of PLS used in equilibrium batch tests. 

Compound Concentration (mg/L) 

Al 3642 

Ca 645,5 

Co 32,30 

Fe 25850 

Mg 13670 

Mn 7742 

Na 1281 

Ni 2205 

Zn 45,10 

U 26,45 

 

The uranium concentration in the organic phase in 20°C and 50°C batch tests is 

illustrated in Figure 17. As expected, organic phase can be more efficiently loaded 

by uranium in 20°C than in 50°C. It can be seen that organic phase concentration 

reaches its maximum with A/O phase ratio of 180 after which uranium 

concentration starts to decrease. Extraction of scandium is illustrated in Figure 18. 

In the case of scandium, concentration maximum in organic phase was not reached. 

It was found out in A/O 300 phase ratio test that concentration of scandium 

increases even concentration of uranium starts to decrease. Thus decrease of 

uranium in organic phase can be due the replacement by scandium and other REEs. 

With scandium there was no remarkable difference between 20°C and 50°C batch 

test extraction efficiencies. 

Scandium concentration in the organic solution was so high that scandium behavior 

in the pilot plant must be considered carefully to find out possibilities for scandium 

recovery. Also small amounts of other REEs such as yttrium, ytterbium and 

europium were detected in the organic phase by using XRF-epsilon analysis. It is 

expected that other REEs than scandium will be scrubbed almost entirely from 

organic phase by H2SO4 in SCR1 and SCR2 stages while scandium remains in the 

organic phase (Perämäki, 2014). Instead of scrubbing, scandium will be most 

probably washed out of organic phase in NaOH wash (Perämäki, 2014). 
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Expectations for REEs must be verified in the pilot test runs and based on them, 

REE recovery tests for scrubbing and NaOH solutions can be planned. 50°C  

 

Figure 17 Equilibrium concentration of uranium in organic phase after 20 min 

extraction in different phase ratios.  

 

Figure 18 Equilibrium concentration of scandium in organic phase after 20 min 

extraction in different phase ratios. 

Considering impurities in the batch experiments, it is notable that iron is present in 

the organic phase at the equilibrium. Concentration of total iron in the organic phase 

reaches its maximum at A/O phase ratio of 80 in both 20°C and 50°C temperatures. 

Co-extraction of iron in 50°C temperatures is higher than in 20°C temperatures. 

Similar results are available in the literature (Hu, et al., 2014). 
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Iron concentration in the PLS varies a lot as does the percentage of ferric and ferrous 

iron of total iron composition. Percentage of ferrous and ferric iron in PLS can be 

predicted by monitoring redox potential of PLS and by comparing pH and Eh to 

Pourbaix diagram. It is known that Cyanex 923 and D2EHPA are more selective 

over ferric than ferrous iron (Sato, et al., 1985). Therefore analysis of total iron does 

not help to predict extraction efficiency of uranium in a SX processes and ferric 

iron should be determined separately from ferrous iron. This can be implemented 

for example by using EDTA titration with Xylenol Orange (Sato, et al., 1985). The 

need for the ferrous/ferric iron analysis must be considered while planning the 

monitoring scheme for a SX plant, but it was out of the scope of this thesis. 

Even though iron is the major impurity in the organic phase, there is also a variety 

of other co-extractants that affect the uranium extraction. For example notable 

amounts of calcium, manganese, potassium and magnesium can be detected. Also, 

sulfuric acid is known to be present in the organic phase (Zhu, et al., 2016). Co-

extracted metals can be determined from organic phase by using XRF-epsilon 

analysis. In the case of pilot test runs, results of XRF-epsilon will be verified by 

external laboratory. Sulfuric acid can be determined from PLS as free acid to help 

to predict extraction. 

Batch experiments were conducted to study also the formation of crud and gelation 

of organic at high uranium concentrations. Neither crud nor gel was observed in the 

experiments. No changes was observed in the visual appearance of PLS but color 

of organic phase changed from crystal clear to yellowish. It was also noted that 

organic bubbles were formed to aqueous phase so batch experiments were 

conducted as aqueous continuous. It can still be possible that crud will form in pilot 

tests even it was not formed in the batch tests. With gelation, it was positive to find 

out that even uranium concentration reaches its maximum there was not any gel 

formation.  

In the case of the PLS solution, concentrations of REEs were under the detection 

limit with XRF-epsilon. Because Cyanex 923 and D2EHPA are both good in the 

selective recovery of REEs in low pH, REEs are concentrated into the organic phase 

and outreach the detection limit. PLS uranium concentration after batch tests was 

unsuccessfully analyzed as concentrations were under XRF-epsilon detection limit 

and ICP standard was missing. 
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10. DESIGN OF PILOT TEST RUNS 

 

When planning pilot test runs, it is important to distribute process to smaller, 

independent parts that can be operated separately from each other. It is also 

important to identify situations when process must be operated in smaller parts. For 

example, machine failure, limited analyzing capacity and lack of process operators 

can be reasons enough to divide the process to smaller units. Before starting any 

test runs, there must be a precise procedure for normal operating and for any 

possible failure or emergency situations. It is upfront decided that Terrafame SX 

pilot will be operated in three smaller parts so laboratory have enough time to 

handle samples coming from test runs. It is also easier to manage the process if any 

kind of disturbances occur. 

Equilibrium batch tests act also as a preliminary study for pilot test runs design. 

Batch tests help to schedule pilot test runs and to choose operating parameters in 

the first place. In the case of Terrafame, batch tests also revealed a new interest for 

piloting scandium recovery. With batch test results it is possible to predict for 

example organic loading in SX processes, O/A ratios needed and number of stages.  

In the case of uranium SX, safety, legislation and authorization must be taken into 

account in the early design of pilot test runs. For example nuclear treaty is an 

international agreement that must be taken in the account globally, when dealing 

with uranium or its decay chain. Nuclear treaty’s fulfilment in each country is 

supervised by local radiation and nuclear safety authority and authorization may 

take months. In some cases also environmental permit or some other permits from 

local authors must be applied. In Finland pilot runs dealing with uranium needs 

permission from STUK (Finnish Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority) and 

depending from the size, also environmental permit is needed. STUK is responsible 

to report from any activity with nuclear material to European Atomic Energy 

Community (Euratom) and International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).  

In the case of E1 and E2, process is chosen to be operated aqueous phase 

continuous. Loading process is shown in Figure 19. It has been preliminary studied 

that in the case of Terrafame PLS extraction is more efficient that way. At first the 

1:4 is chosen as internal O/A, which is compared to 1:2 and 3:4 internal O/A after 
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later tests. Results from each test are compared, and if necessary more optimal 

dispersions can be found by testing O/A ratios from between. Based on the batch 

tests it is expected that loading of organic phase, running only loading steps E1 and 

E2 by circulationg the organic phase while feeding fresh PLS, takes 14 days. 

Loading is done like this because of the need of 180 times bigger volume of aqueous 

phase than organic phase to fully load organic. 

To be able to fully compare differences between each test runs, it is important that 

only one operating parameter is changed at a time. In this case it would mean mixer 

rotation speeds affecting dispersion ratio that changes internal O/A ratio. When 

mixer rotation speed changes, dispersion, varying settling time, entrainment 

changes, gelation of organic phase and crud formation must be recognized and 

reported. Also changes in the feed PLS composition, organic loading rate, 

temperature, pH and REDOX have an effect to extraction efficiency and they must 

be determined. In E1 and E2 samples for metal analyses are taken from the feed 

PLS, raffinates, extract phases, and from crud if it is formed. Dispersion shows 

internal O/A ratio and it is measured from mixing tank by taking a dispersion 

sample right from the turbine mixer. Entrainment is determined by taking a sample 

from raffinate, which dispersion is measured after 15 min and 24 h settling in a 

measuring glass. The amount of entrainment can then be calculated from the 

difference. 

Scrubbing is first operated as organic continuous with O/A ratio close to 1 in SCR 

2 process unit, depending on the equilibrium in the mixer-settler. SCR-pH-

adjustment process is shown in Figure 20. By increasing O/A ratio between test 

runs, optimal dispersions can be found by comparing the results. Unfortunately 

dispersion cannot be taken from SCR 1 unit. Hence the lack of dispersion sampling 

point, SCR 1 is operated with low mixing to ensure organic continuous dispersion 

in the mixer. O/A ratio is changed by changing mixer rotation speed while other 

operating parameters remain the same. Samples in scrubbing are taken from both 

organic and aqueous outflows for metal analysis. Also, temperature and equilibrium 

state pH are going to be measured to find out facts affecting the scrubbing 

efficiency. Feed acid concentration changes are possible as the target concentration 

of H2SO4 in the feed flow is 200 g/L, but it varies depending on the chemical 

production lot. It is expected that high acid concentrations can break D2EHPA 
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molecular structure and with dilute acid scrubbing efficiency is decreased (Wang 

& Lee, 2016). Hence that, it is important to measure real H2SO4 concentration from 

every chemical lot. Also, the possibility of D2EHPA to extract H2SO4 makes it 

important to measure free acid concentration in the process. 

Based on the preliminary studies, water wash will be operated also as organic 

continuous. As in the case of scrubbing, O/A ratio of 1 is aimed in the beginning by 

changing mixing speed. Other operating parameters and installation sets will remain 

untouched between pilot tests. After the first test series, dispersion O/A ratio is to 

be increased. Normal raw water used in metal refinery plant is used as water feed 

to W. Metal analysis is going to be made from organic extract phase and raffinate 

phase of W. Free acid is analyzed from the same samples as it is expected that 

extracted H2SO4 is stripped from the organic phase by water. Also dispersion, pH 

and temperature is measured regularly. Water wash differs from SCR 2 unit so that 

small organic flow is fed straight from W to pH-adjustment. Simultaneously, 

organic from pH-adjustment will be fed back to W from pH-adjustment settler. 

Stripping is implemented counter-currently in two mixer-settler reactors. Both 

process units S1 and S2 are operated as organic continuous with target O/A set to 

of 1:1. As with water wash and scrubbing, O/A ratio is increased after each pilot 

drive to find optimal dispersion for stripping. It is expected that D2EHPA will form 

micelles if pH is increased too dramatically (Gupta & Krishnamurthy, 2005). From 

preliminary studies it seems that micelle forming in stripping is inevitable, but 

effect of dispersion must be studied during pilot experiments. Metal analysis is 

made from both S1 and S2 extract and raffinate phases. Also pH, temperature and 

dispersion in the mixing reactor are measured. 

NaOH wash is implemented in a similar mixer-settler as SCR 1, but dispersion of 

NaOH cannot be measured. Regeneration is illustrated in Figure 21. Even though 

dispersion remains unknown, it is possible to find out the effect of mixer rotation 

speed to the efficiency of NaOH wash. Anyhow, because NaOH solution is 

circulating through the mixer-settler, all the operating parameters will remain the 

same during pilot experiments. Therefore, NaOH solution is loaded by impurities 

from organic phase, and it is possible to get information from the effect of NaOH 

purity to NaOH wash efficiency. To ensure efficiency, metal analysis will be made 
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from both, extract and raffinate phases. Also, changes in NaOH solution’s pH and 

temperature will be measured during the experiments. 

Acidification is going to be operated as organic continuous process. At first O/A 

ratio in a mixer reactor is set to 3:1 because organic phase is fed more to the reactor 

than aqueous phase. It is expected that mixing speed would be impracticable high 

with smaller O/A ratios and settling time for such a mixing rate would be too high 

for settling reactor’s hydraulic retention time. Acidification efficiency is most easily 

described by measuring pH and REDOX in the feed H2SO4 and raffinate. pH 

increase as organic phase is acidified. The more pH increases, the more successful 

the acidification test was. Later metal analysis will be made from both raffinate and 

extract phases to analyze impurities in the acidification step. Temperature is 

determined straight from the mixer. 

pH-adjustment is going to be operated as aqueous continuous process. O/A is set 

first to 0.75 and thickening in pH-adjustment reactors is monitored as O/A is 

decreased. Also different organic feeds are tested while aqueous feeds will not be 

modified. pH in each reactor is to be determined as the main objective of the pH-

adjustment is the aqueous output target pH of 1.6. After the first pH-adjustment 

reactor target pH is 5 and after the second reactor it is 2. Metal analysis is made 

from extract and raffinate phases of the last pH-adjustment reactor while samples 

are taken from the settler. Metal analysis clarifies the behavior of uranium and other 

metals in pH-adjustment. In optimal situation uranium remains in Na2CO3 solution. 

Because of the slightly water soluble properties of DEHPA and Cyanex 923, 

concentrations of them from the aqueous phase in pilot test runs should be 

measured. The concentration of D2EHPA can be determined by infrared 

spectroscopy (Kim, et al., 2006). In the case of Cyanex 923, concentration can be 

measured by gas chromatography (Cytec, 2008). Solubility of organics to aqueous 

phase should be avoided if possible with optimal temperature, mixing and long 

settling time, because of the environmental effects of organic compounds and their 

hardness to remove. Considering batch tests, solubility of organics to aqueous phase 

was not determined as chemical distributors already give solubility data publicly 

(Cytec, 2008; Neste Oil Oyj, 2011; LANXESS Deutchland GmbH, 2006). In the 

case of pilot test runs, solubility of organics is measured to see the efficiency of 

settling in the settling tanks. 
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Pilot tests were commenced by testing the SX system by inert chemical system, i.e. 

water and diluent runs. Each pump, mixer, settler, tank and pipeline was tested with 

water and diluent. Process devices were replaced or repaired if necessary. Every 

process unit and device was also maintained before test runs. Because of the low 

analyzing capacity of laboratory, pilot is divided into smaller processes. 

The first process to be operated is organic loading. It is planned to commence 

following closed organic recycle between LO-tank and E1 and E2. The first part of 

test runs is illustrated in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19 Organic phase loading step.  

 

Loading will be continued until uranium loading in the organic phase achieves its 

target, extraction starts to slow down, gel is formed or the amount of crud is 

significant. It is estimated that loading will take about 14 days. All the operating 

parameters are set based on water/diluent test runs.  

In the end, loading step of the pilot runs was run for the thesis. It was found out that 

loading of the organic was similar in the pilot plant as it was in the batch 

experiments. Even crud was not formed in batch experiments, it was formed in the 

pilot plant. Loading of the organic in the pilot plant took 12 h less than it was 

expected based on the batch experiments. 

The second step in pilot test runs is to shut down loading step and to start a second 

run step. The second step in the pilot runs is shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20 Second run step of pilot test runs. 

 

The second step of pilot runs is operated until all the organic from LO-tank is used. 

Operating parameters will be kept constant until LO-tank empties. It has been 

calculated that the second run phase will take about four days. 

Last step in the pilot runs is regeneration step. It includes both, NaOH-wash and 

acidification. The last step is shown in Figure 21.  
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Figure 21 Regeneration step of pilot test runs. 
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Regeneration step contains only NaOH-wash and acidification of organic phase. In 

this step, behavior of scandium and the purity of organic phase are monitored. It is 

expected that organic storage will cover for about four days experiments. In this 

time operating parameters will remain the same. 

After the whole SX process cycle has been run once, loading step is started again 

with barren organic from barren organic tank. Next test runs can be implemented 

by changing other parameters such as pumping volumes and internal circulation. 

Dividing process to smaller steps gives a possibility to plan next step carefully, 

based on the results from the previous test runs. 

 

11. ANALYSING METHODS FOR THE RESULTS 

 

Fundamental quantities for SX processes are listed in IUPAC’s recommendations 

(Rice, et al., 1993). From these, distribution ratio Di, fraction extracted Ei and 

separation factor αi,j describe well the efficiency of the SX processes and they are 

used to compare different run parameters between test runs. Equations of these 

parameters are (20)-(22) (Rice, et al., 1993) Also extraction of impurities must be 

considered as it affects to the purity of the organic phase.  

𝐷i =
𝑐i̅

𝑐i
 

where,  Di distribution ratio of component i 

  c̄i concentration of i in the organic phase 

  ci concentration of i in the aqueous phase 

𝐸i =
𝐷i

𝐷i +
𝑉
�̅�

 

where,  Ei fraction of component i extracted 

  V volume of aqueous phase 

  V̄ volume of organic phase 

(20) 

(21) 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/c%CC%84
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𝛼i,j =
𝐷i

𝐷i
 

where,  αi,j separation factor in i, j system. 

Another well describing quantity for SX systems is the ratio of fractions extracted 

βi,j. It can be used to describe the selectivity of the organic phase between two 

different components. The equation of βi,j is presented in the equation (23) 

(Virolainen, 2013) 

𝛽i,j =
𝐸i

𝐸j
 

Where  βi,j  ratio of fractions i and j extracted 

  Ej Fraction of component j extracted. 

Based on the study of Sato, distribution ratio of uranium (VI) decreases linearly 

with increasing temperature (Sato, 1961). Because of the fact that extraction 

efficiency decreases with increasing temperature and the fact that the temperature 

of the inflow of uranium recovery process varies seasonally, loading isotherm batch 

tests were conducted at 20 °C and 50 °C. 

The equilibrium in extraction processes can be studied by determining extraction 

constant Kex which in the case of reaction (24) can be determined by equation (25). 

Kex is independent of the total concentrations of metals in the reaction and so Kex 

determined in pilot experminets is same in full scale plant. (Singh, et al., 2000)  

𝛼𝐴 + 𝛽𝐵 ⇄ 𝜌𝑅 + 𝜎𝑆 

𝐾𝑒𝑥 =
[𝑅]𝜌[𝑆]𝜎

[𝐴]𝛼[𝐵]𝛽
 

Where Kex extraction constant 

 [i] concentration of component i 

To ensure the equilibrium between two phases, samples could be taken from the 

test batch after short intervals. Uranium concentration of these samples could then 

be measured and the data could be used to describe the order and the rate of the 

reaction.  

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 
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Data collected from the phase equilibrium batch tests can be used to determine 

equilibrium constants for the extraction reactions. Different forms of uranium in the 

reactions behave differently, participate in several reactions and valid determination 

of the equilibrium constants and reaction rate in the process is consequently hard. 

It would require collection of larger equilibrium dataset and using precise modeling 

of aqueous phase chemistry, like it has been lately done for copper SX system 

(Vasilyev, et al., 2017). Therefore, in this work, equilibrium batch tests are only 

used to describe the phase equilibrium of the process from practical point of view 

and to provide knowledge of the extraction for pilot test runs.  

Pourbaix diagram illustrates predominance of compounds in different conditions. 

Example in Figure 22 shows predominance areas of different uranium compounds 

in process liquor with total uranium concentration of 0.0084 M and SO4
2- 

concentration of 1.5 M. Terrafame PLS Pourbaix in the case of uranium and sulfate 

is similar, with more compounds in the system. When pH and REDOX are known, 

predominant compound in the solution can be checked from the diagram. Pourbaix 

diagram can for example be used in multicomponent system to clarify 

complexation, REDOX equilibria and solubility data (Páez-Hernández, et al., 

2000). In Terrafame U-SX pilot Poubaix diagram can be used for example to predict 

complexation of uranium with sulfate or with Cyanex 923, find out possible 

precipitation circumstances and to clarify co-extraction of impurities to organic 

phase. By collecting REDOX and pH-data from the process with extraction data, 

predictability of the process can be increased as metal extraction in different pH 

and REDOX environments is known.  
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Figure 22 Pourbaix predominance area diagram example for simplified 

Terrafame PLS containing SO4
2- and UO2

+. 

 

The hypothesis of uranium concentration in the organic phase at different times is 

calculated by assuming 20 mg/L uranium concentration in feed PLS. Based on the 

batch tests, extraction efficiency in the pilot test runs is assumed to be 100 % until 

PLS volume processed is 200 times of the organic inventory. 

Based on the batch test, and literature, sampling scheme for pilot test runs is 

implemented. While planning sampling scheme, laboratory resources must be taken 

in the account and it is required to meet laboratory personnel to comment 

preliminary made sampling and analysis plan.  

In the case of SX pilot plant design, the sizing of pumps, tubing, and process units 

correct so that the process installations are comparable to the piloted full scale 

process. In the case of E1, E2, and E1 feed pumps, wrong sizing limits convertibility 

of process run parameters and causes a lot of work which would have been avoided 

if sizing was made correctly in the beginning. There was also a faulty on E1 and E2 

overflow tank dimensions which caused flooding of settling tank with preliminary 

pH 

p
E
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chosen feed flows. Wrong pump sizing was corrected by adding some extra 

circulation between pumps and feed/LO-tank and by changing tubing between LO-

tank, E1 and E2. Wrong sizing of E1 and E2 raffinate and overflow walls could not 

been changed so feed flows to the process had to be decreased.  

Authorization of the pilot process is one of the first concerns to be taken care of 

while planning test runs. In the case of Terrafame pilot plant, test runs was delayed 

because of the slow authorization process. All the authorization needed must be 

cleared and the legality of pilot tests should be verified. All together the 

authorization process is very time consumptive which must be concerned. This is 

especially in the case of uranium pilots. 

Usually pilot plants are operated manually which means a lot of hand work during 

the whole pilot run. If tests are conducted continuously several days, there is usually 

at least one man working at the time with several shifts in the pilot plant. Education 

of operators must be taken care with the weight on the working safety. In Terrafame 

pilot plant liquids handled are corrosive and harmful if contacted with skin or 

breath. It is important to make safety rules that are taught to operators with a 

procedure in case of emergencies. Part of the thesis work was to orient process 

operators to the pilot process. 

Sampling schedule together with analysis plan must be finished before starting pilot 

operations. Laboratory resources, sampling capacity and analysis tools should be 

paid attention while planning the schedule. In Terrafame pilot plant dispersion 

analysis sample is to be taken six times per day from every process unit, entrainment 

sample is taken twice a day from E2 raffinate. Temperature is measured from each 

dispersion sample. Laboratory samples are taken once per day. As part of the thesis 

work, laboratory analysis scheme from Terrafame pilot was executed. Analysis 

scheme for aqueous phases is shown in Table V and for organic phases in Table VI. 

XRF analysis contains quantitative analysis for uranium and scandium and semi 

quantitative analysis of other metals. ICP analysis contains Al, As, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, 

Cu, Fe, Mg, Mn, Na, Ni, Si, Zn, U and Fe. REEs are analyzed in an external 

laboratory. 
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Table V Laboratory analysis scheme for aqueous phases 
 

ICP XRF Fe(III) Solids Free acid pH REDOX 

PLS feed x x x x x x x 

E1 x 
 

x 
  

x x 

E2 x 
 

x 
 

x x x 

SCR1 x 
 

x x x x x 

SCR2 x 
 

x 
  

x x 

W x x x 
 

x x x 

S1 x 
 

x x 
 

x x 

S2 x x x 
  

x x 

NaOH-wash x x x 
  

x x 

Acidification x 
 

x 
  

x x 

After-settler x 
 

x x 
 

x x 
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Table VI Laboratory analysis scheme for organic phases 
 

XRF 
Free 

acid 

LO-tank x 
 

E1 x x 

E2 x x 

SCR1 x x 

SCR2 x x 

W x x 

S1 x x 

S2 x x 

NaOH-wash x 
 

Acidification x 
 

After-settler x 
 

 

Time schedule helps to plan pilot test runs. Importance of schedule is emphasized 

especially if authorization of pilot is temporary as in the case of Terrafame. 

Scheduling of pilot plant can be made based on the equilibrium batch tests and a 

plan of operating parameters. Schedule of Terrafame pilot plant is shown in table 

VII. 

Table VII Pilot test run schedule for Terrafame pilot test runs. 
 

time (d) 

Loading of organic 14 

SCR, W, S, pH-adjustment 4 

Regeneration 4 
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12. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The literature part of the master’s thesis contains an overview to worldwide uranium 

production. Terrafame uranium plant was compared to other uranium producing 

mines. It was observed that in the most cases uranium is leached from the ore by 

sulfuric acid solution and recovered from PLS by SX. Organic reactants between 

SX plants varies but Alamine 336 and D2EHPA was found to be popular in the 

case. Production capacity of Terrafame uranium plant is small compared to other 

uranium plants worldwide.  

Organic reactants was also considered widely to find alternatives for D2EHPA and 

Cyanex 923 in Terrafame uranium recovery plant. It was found out that TOPO and 

Alamine 336 could be good alternatives for Terrafame uranium recovery but they 

should be investigated more. 

Terrafame SX-pilot was tested with water and diluent to find out feasible operating 

parameters based on the preliminary studies made for Terrafame SX-pilot. Changes 

to the pilot plant must be made before starting SX run test because the process 

equipment had never been operated before. Based on the water and diluent test runs 

many pumps and piping had to be changed as they were sized wrong.  

Laboratory analysis scheme and test run schedule was prepared based on the batch 

tests made for the pilot. Same batch tests were used to find out loading behavior of 

organic phase. Scandium was also found to be interesting extractant in the process. 

Because of the nuclear treaty and permission needed from Radiation and Nuclear 

Safety Author of Finland, neither run parameter data nor concentrations in the 

extraction process could not been published. 

Terrafame SX-pilot was delayed for over ten months because of the time taking 

authorization process. This thesis work was finished before finishing the test runs 

and so the purpose of the work changed from test run analysis to preparation of test 

runs. Loading of organic phase was finished in pilot just before the publication of 

this work. It was found out that preliminary calculated schedule for loading was 

correct. Laboratory analysis scheme was found to be practical for the case and 

sampling once a day was found to be enough. One topic of the batch tests was to 

investigate formation of crud. Even crud was not formed in batch tests, it was 
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formed in loading of organic in E1 and E2. It is now known that in this case, batch 

experiments does not reveal crud formation in mixer-settlers. 
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